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FOREWORD 

i•lusic l":eproducti<'m through electronic instruments is 

rapidly becoming a highly complex and some-what controversial 

field of s:tudy and development. Tt1~ technicians .and designo.. 

ers are constant.ly adding new recohiing devices: anci repro

ducers with an endless variety of mo.(iels witl\ ili.terrtCll and 

external modifications to an already confusing arr~y of com

mercial offerings. The cri t .ical listener who d.e.s.ires a 

good music reproduc.er must face this bewildering situation 

not only with a limit;ed technical knowledge ·but with a life

ti~e of ha'ling h.eard only the ave-rage C'ommerci al radio 

phonograph with its many mechanical and physical limitations. 

This conditioning is so subtle and complete that many pro

fessional .musicians actually prefer the limited pres·en.ce and 

fidelity of an inadequate reproduce.r to the crystal clear 

1'li ve" feeling that a so-called "high-fideli:ty" reproducer 

gives to music .1 

This writer is not concerned with belaboring the 

issues surrounding thea.e human fa,.lings. Rather, this thesis 

is an ~ttempt to make use of as nn.1ch technical knowledge as 

se~rils pertinent tp a musician atte:npting to reproduce music 

with. the utmost of realism and faithfulness to the original 

l See Chapter I, p. 13. 
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sound. The -experime~nts am re$earch that .have gone into 

thi.s thesis cover tn e. years between 1940 and 195 5, a period 

involvins a world war and its many technic-al adYancenents, 

including the now commercially practical wire and tape 

recorders and the .first laboratory .deYelopment of a com

pletely electronic recorder which has .no moving parta2 and 

uses a f'ilm recording that can be reproduced as easily aa a 

large photograph. 

In conrron.ting SUCh re~pid technological deYelopment., 

the writer is oonvinced t-hat the only lasting benefits this 

the·sis might. possess are toward .furtheripg the edueation and 

conception of the musician and the t~chnician in some o,f the 

phys:ical, technical, musical , and psychological pl'\)bleils 

which must be raced before reproduced music can be truly 

satisfying to the critical listener. 

The fact is ·that electronic technicians and engineers 

know too little. about music and the musician knows to.o little 

about the science o . .f .electronics. It is this writer-'s opin

ion that each must s·tudy the other's field. The individuals 

wbo can ac-hi .eve a fusion of the science of music repro.ductiori 

and the art or music will approach the problems or dealing 

wi-th musical sound with teehnical facility and musical sen

sitivity. [It is hoped that through this the.sis the read·er 

2 Jo~ Potter Sbields, . "New So-lind Recording. System," 
Ra-dio~Electronics., 23:28, J\pril, 1952. 
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will be stimulat-ed to pursue the subject still further.] 

The possibllitle$ in the future are fascinating to consider,) 

and ·there seem to be unlimited opport.unities open to the 

enterprising individual in radio, television, th.e film 

industri-est and the home. 

3 Leopold Stokowsk1, Musi.c for All of Us. (New Y()rk: 
Simon and Schuster, 1943-). pp. 228, 229, 23'b-W. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEMS THAT ~.t'UST BE FACED AND AN EXPLANATION OF 

TERl-iS THAT NEED TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY TH.E READER 

When an: individual spends many years studying and 

experimenting in anY specialized field, it becomes ·increa.s• 

ingly difficult tor that illdi Vidual. to coinlllunicate ideas 

and conclusl¢:n~ to the a,.etage readet wi._bou.t fir'~-t. f3Stab

lis·hing rapport through mutu-ally \lnder•tandable technical 

language and the recognition of the problems common ~6: t,b$ 

field under observation and s-tudy. Thle thesis brings to

gether the tecbllical language and associated probletns in the 

.fields of electronics, aeoustics, -and music. Study in any 

one o£ these fielda could constitUte a life•a work, and yet 

the purpos-es of this thesis demand a working knowledge in 

each £1-eld and a ·fusion of ideas and !acts from all three to 

achieve its purpose. 

Themusic student and musician seeking the adequate 

and artis~ic reproducti-on of music through electronic· instru

ments -constitute·s a small minority group ·today. Chapter III 

of this thesis contains information snowi-ng that throu-gh the 

conditioning o! present day radio, t.elevi·sion, arid commer

cially-made reprod;ueers, many highly-trained musi-eians prefer 

mediwn or poor :fidelity to the preser1ce and trli.f.e" of high

fidelity sound. A second minority group consists of 1;he 
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radio and electronics minded "Hi-Fi bugs" who seek higb

:fidelity sound as a hobby, caring not at all ror the artist

ic implications involved in reproducing music, but rather 

coneel'ltrating on the nUmber of d'cibels and cycles per 

~econd being reprodu9ed. 

At least some or this. first minor-ity Who ~~re seeking 

better music reproduction have influenc~d a few reforms in 

commercial records and ·radio, but at this writing, ar-tistic 

standards are general.ly very low and inconsistent. The 

trained musician and the electronics engine-er can find very 

little .common ground for communication when subjec.ts such as 

harmonic balance, timbre, and dynamic expression in music 

reproduction are discussed. For the purpose or s·implicity 

and clarity, we will label the musician seeking better music 

reproduction the "critical listener." Th.e layman or e asual 

listener, we will .call the "average listener."l 

The essentia1 di·fference )Jetween the critical and 

averag·e li-stener is .found in ·the range of frequencies each 

can perceive under various conditions. The degree o£ loud

ness and the spectral2 .composition of the sound is one of 

l Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company., Technical H2.ruz.
g,raRh Number Three, "Frequency Rs,nge and Power Considerations 
inusic Reproduction, tt (Chicago: Jensen Radio Manuf'acturing 
Company, 1944), p. 4. 

2 Spectral refers to the number and miXture of vari-
ous pitcbs that are ·part of' the total sound. . 
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these conditions, and the other is the level and character 

or the ambient noise background in whic·h the listener is 

immersed.) This last -condition is exceedingly important. 

SiQc:fe we are constantly exposed to a never-ending background 

or n~ise that vari.es in l<;>udness and quality f'rom moment to 

m()Dlel,lt. we must always keep in mind. that noise acts as 

though it deafens the individ\lS:l situated within it. Thia 

·means that eYen the most percept! ve ear cannot hear musical 

sounds. nQ matter how per£ectly they are produced, 1! the 

level ot the musical sound .falls below that of the surro\Uld

ing noise level. 

In their pamphlet "Fr-equency Range and Power Consid .. 

erat.ions in Music Reproduction," the Jensen Company cites D .. 

F. Seacord, D. r. Hoth, Harvey Fletcher and w. A. Munson 

while giving the £ollowing information: 

. Seacord has published the results of about 2,200 
measurements or room noise which indica~e that the· 
annual a,erage residential noise level is 4J db. Only 
5% or the residences had a noise l.eve.l of 3J db or less,. 
wnich checks closely with previously reported measure
ment$ in very qu.iet r~sidences. This gives us two sig
nificant room n~ise level~ for which the corresponding 
masking levels may be ob:taine~ by assigning typical 
spectral distribution to the noise then calculating the 
masking contours from .these spectra. These contours 
are. shown in .Fig,. J. 

We can now combine the normal bearing contours with 
the masking cont()ur:s in a variety of ways., if we choose, 
in order t ·o determine the ability of a statistic-al 

3 Jensen, !.O£• 9:!.· 
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list~ner to hear 1-.n the presence or representative noise 
cond:ttions. For our purpo.s.es, we are interested in the 
average caS$ whicb represents a very large segment of 
the population, and this results from pairing average 
hearing acu~ty wit-h the masking contour corresponding to 
average res1.dential. noise. Although it probably in• · 
volves muc.b less than 1% or the population, we should 
also :examine the case in which tbe combina.tion or hear• 
tn·g acuity and masking contou:t yield ~he · widest possib-le 
perceived frequency range. We ma_y take the acuity or 
our previously defined critical lievener and pair it 
with the masking for 33 db noi.ae for this ease. The 
contours !or these two. cases are show in Fig~ 4 and 5•4 

Al."l of these measurements or hearing acuity were 

taken at near-pain intensities in order to ascertain the 

widest limits· of aural perc~ption. At normal listening 

levels, the human ear is much less sensitive and or course, 

extraneous noise would influence the test exce_pt under labor

atory c:onditions. Figure 4 shows the startling difference 

between the aura.l abilities or the critical and aver•ge 

listener. 

J:t is imm.ediately apparent that • .• • the listener 
is Jt.ble to perceive ()n1y a restricted range or rrequen
cie='· For the average- 1i.stener (at . average reproduct-ion 
level) the range of 175 to 5,800 cycles .per second . . 
represen~s only about 62% or. the total n,umber or oeta.-es 
assumed transmitted in the wbol.e range of z.o to 15,000 
CJCles per second. The critical listener has an ev~~:nt 
advantage for und.er the a,ssumed condit~ons, he 18 ::e re• 
to perceive a rE.\nge· o:f 120 t.o 12,000 cycles which .. ! 
sents about .81~ of the total nWI2ber of octaYes t~~-s 
mit ted. The fre·quency range

1
ie 1grea;elnii~a~!f in Fig. 

levels and lesser :tor lower eve s a .. . r .. rt s. The broken bars indicate the obliteration o a pa 

It Jensen, PP• 4-5· 
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of the mid .... range due to ma$king • .5 

From this stuciy by the Jens~n )la.nU!actU.ring Qompany 

and O·ther· sources, we: already em see some e>f the limita

tions o£ reprodt.lced m:uaic as 1t reaches the ear or tb~ 

1istener. This study :by the Jensen engineers assun:ted that 

the quality or the mu•ic being beard was a perfect reprQ

duction of the original with no distortions, the highest 

.f'ide.lity equipment• and carefully controlled conditions. 

Perhaps we should now survey some of the problems attendant 

to .the music itself. 

To descri l)e music in physical terms is exceedingly 

difficult. In symphony orcb.es:tra music, we know fr()m tradi

tion the kind and probable number of instruments whi:ch will 

be played, but the co~~t.positions and conducting technique 

i.ntroduce almost unlimited variables· in frequency and inten

sity. We know that the great. .majority of existing radios 

and phonographs have a ·non-unifol:'lll response characteristic 

and rt!produce a limited fre.quency range. This means that 

certain tones reproduced will be louder or· softer than they 

were in the original sound and that all of th·e overtones 

-t,.hat make up the quality of each tone will not be pr~sen~ 

in the reproduced sound.. These tac:ts uke it quite possible, 

under certain conditi<ms, for the listeJ1er to believe he is 

5 Jensen, P• 6. 
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hearing a nute when he is actually hearing an oboe, because 

the overtones which give each instrument its charac·ter1st1c 

quality- are either not there or are so distorted as to ·con .. 

.fuse the listener. The laet graph points out that the fre

quency respon~Je limi ta f:or judged one hundred per cent 

quality of DJUSic extends £rom 40 cycles per second to 

1~ 000 "'' ...• This range of frequency would provide our ears with 

all of the sound we could normally expect them to perceive, 

assuming we have except-ional aur.al sensitivity at all fre

quencies.- (Less than one per cent of the population possea:s 

bearing this ef.ficient.) 

Even though such a small percenta,ge of the population 

can_perceive the limits judged for one hundred per cent 

quality., the possible vari.ables in reproducing and listen

ing conditions make it advisable to keep this standard as 

one of our goals. The only Jus.tifiable reason for compro

mising on adequate frequency re.sponse wo-uld be for reasons 

of -economy. The cost of electronic equipment. rises sharply 

with its increased efficiency. 

Commercially made equipment of all types to record 

and reproduce musie are readily availabl-e in the fo·rm ot 

amplifiers. speakers. radio tuners., tape recorders, etc., 

with high standards o.r efficiency and quality. The gro.wing 

demand for this type· or equipment by the two minority groups 

m-entioned previously has encouraged manufacturers- to design 
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and market units to meet exac.ting standardtf and at a grad-

ually reduced cost to the consumer. Periodic~tla and books 

are being published at an e.ver-increa&ing rate dealing with 

"High-Fidelity" ·in all its phas.es. Where: radio magazines~ 

ten years ago would devote one page to "sound n$ws" or 

"auc11o ·ideas •" now wb.<>le· magazines are publ1sh$d on the su.b

jeet. The reader's px-oblem is certainly not one of finding 

adequate equip,nient. or 1n£ormation. The main _problems lie in 

understanding how to ~se the equipm~nt and, 'even ·more 1mpor• 

tant, how to use it to reproduce music in a manner that is 

musically and a-rtistically satisfying to the liatei'Hn:~. 

Unfortunately, much o! the reproduced music ~e hear 

today i .s ·produced more by mechani-cal than by artistic IJtl:l;ld

ards. Radio stat-ions are notorious £or the manner in whicl) 

they "monitor" their bro-adcasts. If the mu.sic gets loud 

enough to pu~h the ever-present decibel meter up toward the 

".over modulation" mark, the engineer immediately turns dolm 

th.e "gain" or volume control. When the music softens, he 

turns it up again to maintain a good average modulation 

(i.e., degree of loudness) and avoid complaints from t.he 

listen.er.s. This common practice results in the well-known 

"canned music" ef!eet where the vitality or dynamic changes 

1 remo.,.d s-ro- the mus_ie and t ·t and effects haTe been most y "' ... 

tends to become more or less a background to other acti v-

i ties. The pa.s .sive ac-ceptance of this kind of reproduced 
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music is the "average listener" at his worst. It is die ... 

couraging to realize that most commercial radio is aimed at 

pleasing only the average listener. 

In fairness ·to the radio and recording engineer, it 

sholtld be pointed out that it is at pre.sent i~pos,sible to 

reproduce the full dynamic range of an orche$tra or chorus 

without reducing ·the loudest passages. This is to avoid 

distortion through excee(iing th.e ca,pac:ity of the equi-pment • 

It even may benecessary to amplify artitically the soft¢st 

~passages in Ot"der to over-l:"ide the leyel of the ambi-ent 

noise background. In addition to these two points, if the 

full dynamic range of an orchestra playing in an auditorium 

were reproduced in the average living room at the same 

dynamic level, the result·ing sound would be over·-powering 

and unpleasant. The solution to these problems lies in the 

knowledge and musicianship of the person or pe.rsons operat.

ing the sound reproducing equipment. The music must be 

heard at dynamic levels in proportion to the original sound 

and in ·proporti.on to the environment or tbe listener. Sug

gestions for achieving these pro-portions are discussed in 

detail in Chapters III and IV. There are many elec.tronic 

instruments Which can be used. as aids in solving such prob

lems, but in- the £inal .analysis, the success or failure of 

the meth-ods used will be decid.ed by the aural, musical, and 

psychological reactions of the critical listener. 
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The psychologic.al reactions of the critical listener 

toward reproduced music must not be ov·erlooked.. Average 

listeners and even the most critical listeners are eo accus

tomed to the inadequate fidelity of commercial radios, with 

their lack or sound presence and dynamic contrasts in the 

reproduced music, that t bey sub-consciously react ·against 

"bigh-f'idelity" because its crisp aliveness and "real pre

sence .. makes it se~m· obtrusive by comparison. The writer 

once played a recording of a solo cello in the presence or 
several professional musicians, including the performer • 

.The recording was clean and clear, and the cello sounded 

almost as though it actually were being played in the room. 

However,. one or the listeners soon complained that the· in

strument sounded too "noisy and scrat.chy" to be lifelike. 

The wr.iter re-assured the list-ener tha,t the cello it-selt 

would seem even mo.re noisy and scratchy because or the ad

ditional overtones present in the sound o£ the instrument 

itself. The recording equipment was incapable or duplicat

ing these overtones. This listener would not believe this 

to be true until the· original performer played his instru

ment in a side-by-side comparison with the recording. Th..e 

indicated difference was at once apparent to all those pr:e-

sent. 

:Another psychological problem is created when the 

listener cannot see the p.er£ormer while listening to the 
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music. "The famous ar:eanist Virgil Fox made the following 

statement in a -conversation after one of his concerts. "I 

believe the average audience is eighty per cent more respon• 

sive to my tour concerts when they cart see me actually per

forming at the console of the organ. n Even if ]\tr. Fox is only 

partially accurate in his statement, it becomes obvious that 

the listener is at a psychQlogic~l dis~dvantace if he is lis

tening to music ove.r radio J phonograph., or tape recorders 

where he .has lost t.he visual cont. act with the performer. 

A second :facet of the same problem has to do with the 

listener "partici·pating" with the artis.t as he plays. It is 

quite ·possible for a listener to bec.ooe so involved with the 

soloist and the music that he literally "breathes with the 

performer" and can be moved to tears or exultation by the 

performance. It is more difficult for the listener to 

"partic1.pate" in this r.1anner when th~ music heine;. heard is 

known to be simply a "·re-creation" of a performance already 

n·created n and tbe artists have since mov·ed on to other tasks. 

The e.xciternent :of the- concert hall and the live "audio

visual" performance has b~en removed. All that is left is a 

re-created version of the audible portion of the perfDrmance 

and the imagination of the listener. Chapter IV suggests 

some ways in which toe imagination of the listener might be 

u.sed to better prepare the environment surrounding a poten

tial listening experience and help bridge these two important 



problems in the realm of the visual and "listen•r v partici-

pation." Television seems to offer one or the better aolu· 

tions to the visual participation or the listener becau•• 

of the realizat·ion that in a "live show" he is aet.ually 

watching the performer in acti.on as he would in a concert 

hall. Un!ortunate~y; most television $.t.ationa oon.centra.te 

on the quality or the picture being broadcast and the qual

ity o.f the sound is rather inconsistent. Mo21t tele'tial,o·n 

receiv·ers on the market today have very inadequate audio 

systems, mainly because of their use of small, 1nexpen elv• 

speakers and the improper battling o·r the speaker within 

the cabin.et design. .At the present time, the medi~ of 

sound reproduction which seem.s to meet most or the probl•=s 

confronting the. critical l.i&tener seeking a really aat1efy.-

ing listening experience is sound motion pi-ct..ur e a • Well-

recorded mund on film possesses excellent high-t1del1t.y 

characteristics with a1most no background noise, pro•1d1n« 

the projector i2J well-designed and it- is placed iri a ••P•· 

rate room to el1Dainate its inheren-t mechanical n:o1e• dur1nl 

operat-ion. .Picture qualitY is excellent wit.b fu.ll, natural 

color possible. and projec~ed images can be large and life

like ev~ri in· the home. The possible developments, present. 

and rut~e, in this medium are discussed in Chapter v. 
. . . . ·. d that. the 

Earlier in this chapter, it was state 
. . 1 ting ideas t.o tb• 

writer woul.d have dif.ficulty coz:unun ca 

·' 
I 

' 
I 
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reader without a mutually understandable vocabulary or tech-

nical terms. It is pos-sible. t .hat. · the re.ader h.aa encountered 

already a number of terms llibos~ . .neanings and implications 

are not entirely understood. The remainder or thie chapter 

has as 1te purpose ·the explall&tion or terms that need to be 

understood by the reader attempting to make use ot t .hia 

thesis.. These terms !:.all into three major area·a, namely, 

electronics, acoustics, and DlUSic. We will consider fir•t 

the areas of aco~sti.cs and music which have to do with the 

nature .of aurai musical sound before electronic de.vicea 

record or reproduce it. 

A musical tone is said to have a certain ( 1) !:!itCh, 

(2) 1:ntensiti, (J) duration, (4) 9,\laliti, and (5J tirabre. 

Since all s.ound as we conceive it is produced by Yibr•tion, 

we simply .measure the nwuber or vibrations per second o.! a 

musical tone to determine its eitch. Tbe muaic·al note •A" 

above middle •c• on a piano keyboard is generally accepted 

as standard pitch :at 440 ·vibrations per seeond. The inten

siti or amplit\lde o! the vibration determines ita lou.dneaa • 

The length of time the object continues to vibrat.:e deter

mines. the duration o£ the ~one. To describe the quality ot 

a tone., we must first describe oYertones and their aural 

effect.. The true pi:tch of a tone is somewhat ca:rplicated by 

th_e fact. that very rev instruments produce a pure eound. 

The "A" string referred to on a piano, once struck, produces 

i 
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not only the pitch "A" at 440 vibrations per second; but 

the. moment the string begins to vibrate its entire length, 

it also breaks- up into second.aey Yibrat:1.o.ns ot emaller 

length, mtJch like small waves f'orming on top or larger ....... 

at t .he ocean beach. For example., each half' ot tbe string 

&eta. up a vibration just twi~e as fast as the tunda:~~ental 

vibraUon or· the entire length of the string. These aeco.nd

ary vibrations being just t.wice as fast as th.e fundamental 

produc.e the pitch or "A" one oc·tave .higher, or .sgo vibra

tions per second. The string continues to divide in.to 

smaller and smaller vibration ratios, producing various a·nd 

higher pitches, but with less and less intensity. These. 

secondary pit.ches are called overtones or harmonica bee.aus.e 

they are heard above th-e J:undamental pitch. The overtones 

produc-ed by a vibrating ,str.ing .fall into a definite pattern 

which is often called the "chord or nature" because or 'the 

harmonious manner in wbi.ch they blend with the fUndamental 

tone. 

The g,uality of a tone may be said to consist -of the 

sound that result.s from the blending or t·he fundamental and 

overto.nea of a given note on an instrument. There !e more. 

to 11; than this, however. The size; construction, and 

method o! producing the 1n1 tial tonal vibration in a giYen 

instrument haTe a marked. effect on the in~ensity and order 

of tbe.se overtones. For exa.mple, a .flute and an oboe can 



both play the same pitch as the piano, namely, "A"· at 440 

vibrations per second. The flute tone :is produced by blow

ing across a hole in the mouthpipe while the oboe tone is 

produced by a double cane reed. These differences, coupled 

with the varied shape and construc,tlon of the two instru

ments, gives to each. its p~rticular pattern and intensity 

of overtones and thus that individual quality of sound 

associated aurally with each instrument is heard and identi

fied. The timbre of a musical tone may be defined roughly 

as a varying combination of the tone 1 s intensity, quality, 

and resonance. 

nesonance is usually an important factor within the 

musical instrwnent it.self. The volume of a piano tone is 

determined mostly by the resortating sound board in ·the 

·instrument. The string sets the sound board into motion 

which in turn sets the air surrounding it in motion. The 

larger sur.faee area of the sound board serves to amplify 

greatly the vibrations produced by the metal string. The 

tone from the sound board mo.ves out and awar from the piano 

in all directions and is reflected from the walls, floorJ 

and ceiling back t.oward the listener again and again. These 

reflections add additional resonance to the tc>ne ·which 

actually may c.ontinue to be heard after the piano itself has 

ceased to sound. Other objects in the ro"Om may begin to 

vibrate in sympathy with the piano tone and in this way add 
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their .own sounds to the total aural impression·. A ch,oir on 

tour and its director must face constantly cban.ging physical 

environments as different audit:oriwns are encountered. The 

timbre o£ the $Ound produced by the eJ1St)JDble i,.s often 

changed radically by tne reflection and al)sorpt10il patterns 

that ntake up the •acoustics" :or t;hat particular room. These 

changes o£t•n have a noticeab_le psychological effect on the 

performers. Chapter IV discusses some o£ these ef!e.cts and 

their import-anc.e to the critical listener as well as the 

performer. 

At this point _,_ it would be well to clarify the ter

minology used by the musician in contras.t to that ueed by 

the acoustic.al engineer. The musici$n relies mostly on p·sy• 

chological terms in describing musical sound while the 

acoustical engineer will rely mainly on physical terms. 

Clear distinctions always must be drawn between phy.sical 

terms and their psychological counterpa-rts• Tonal attrib

utes may then be summarized as f'ollowa: (1) All vibration 

has three phy.si·eal attr.ibutes (a) .frequency, (b) amplitude1 

and (c) vibration form. (2} These give rise in the mind of 

the musician to the three psycbologi,ca:l attributes, or tonal 

attributes (a) p1teh, (b) loudnes:i, ~d (c) tone quality •. 

Physical phenomena can be accurately measured, at leaet in 

theory. Psychological phenomena, being but sen-sat-ions of 

the brain, are not subject to physical laws, can be only 
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roughly measured (if at all) and often vary in very complex 

ways as the physical stimuli are varied even in a simple 

manner. Table I lists some psychological terms and their 

physic.al counterparts. 

It would, or course, be possible to go pn into 

deta·iled descriptions of other acoustical ·and psycho-aeous

ticral phenomena, such as the harmonic theory or tone quality 

versus the .format theory, dif'f'erenee tones, vibrato, decibel 

measurements,. etc. However, in the interest or brevity, it 

seems be.st to limit the d.escriptive material included her• 

to that which is most essential to an understanding of the 

immediate problems at hand. The reader desiring more 

detailed and comprehensive information in the areas of 

acousti~s and music can find it readily through the use or 

the bibliograp·hy included with thi& thesis. 

In the field of electronics,. we find descriptive 

terms used f'reely £rom both acoustics and music, as the 

electronic engineer must use knowledge from these areas to 

bett.er understand his specialized problems. The function 

of the electrical equipment necessary to record and repro

duce music ia that of changing the sound vibrations intc> 

audio frequencies and/or radio frequencies, or amplifying 

them electricall,y, and, through a loudspeaker, of changing 

tbem back into audible sound With ~a much fidelity to the 

otiglnal sound as desired. by the l.istener. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TERMS AND TliEIR PHYSICAL COUNTERPARTS 

PSYCHOLOGICAL TERMS 
(Sensations) 

.PHYSICAL TERti-" 
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1. Pitch <!_epends on ••••••••••• run~amen:tal or predominating 
. . . . . . fre.queney. 
High tones caused R• ••• eh.igh frequencies. Usually 

· produce-d by smal'l bodies. 
Low tones caused R• • •••• low f'requencie·s. Usually pro-

. duced by large bodies. · 

2. Loudness .depends .2!!• ••••••• .amplitude, or physical 
"intensity." · 

Loud tones caused lu:•· •••• vibrations or considerable 
· force and extent. 

So:Ct. tones caused bf••• •• vibrations of small force and 
extent .• 

-:j. Tone quality depends on •••• vibration to.rm (the number ot 
- ··· . ... overtones and the way the 

eri~rgy is distribUte:d 
a.II10ng tl'lem). 

Musi¢l;d tones caused !U:• .relS.,ti vely regular a~d 
periodic vibration. 

Pure tones caused .2!.• •• simple v1))rat1()n form. 
Richer tones caused 

!!%• •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .more compl~ vibration forltlS • 
Brilliant tones .. 

caused .. 2:£.• •• •• ••••••• very complex vlbr~ti~on forms. 
Noise caused ltt••••••••••relatiTely ir.reg\llar and 

non•periodic v1brat1c:m, 
often with inharmonic: 
overton-es present. 

* \'lilmer T·. Bartholomew-, Acoustics 2! _Music (New 
York: Prentice-Hall; Inc.:. 1942), p·. 20. 
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FidelitY .!1!9. distortion. Mr. F .• Langford Smith of 

Australia has wri.tten a concise definiti.on. of fidelity and 

described various ·types or dist-ortion in the following 

stat~ent: 

. True _fidelity is- perfect reproduction or the origin~l. 
Distortion is du-e to the addition of features n-ot in the 
original or the absence of featur~s prese-nt in the orig~ 
inal. Distortion may be classified under a number of 
headings:-- · · · 

( 
1. Harmonic . distortion (the produ~t.ion of harmonics 

or overtC)nes] not present in the original). 

2. Frequency distortion (unequal amplification of 
all frequencies (or p:itches]) •••• 

4 .. . Scale distortion • . • • (usually due to the op-era
tion .or the loudspeaker at a volume level other than 
that o£ the original sound. Ma-y be corrected with ade
quate tone controls.) 

5. Distortion gl. transients. (a serious type. of -dis
tortion whl.ch is noticeable through the hangover effect 
following a percus-sion noise. A vercy wide f~equency 
range is essential .for r :ealistic reproduc;ion of tran
sien~s, also called overtones or harmonic.s.J 
• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 

I.f certain h~rmonics are unduly stressed or suppressed 
in the reProduction, the charact-er or the sotind will be 
changed • . For example, it is possible for a displeasing 
human . voic~e- to be reproduc.ed, after passing through a 
auitabl.e filter, so as to be more pleasing, or vice yersa. 
True i'idelity, however, is fidelity to the original.o 

In addition to the elimination o£ the various ·types. 

of distortion just mentioned, the .electronic equipment must 

6 F. Langford Smith, editor, The Radiotron.HDesigner'.!. 
Handbook (Sydney, Australia: The WireTess Press, 1940), Dis
tributed in U. s. A. by R C A. Manufacturing Company~ In-c •, 
New Jersey, p. 31. 
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be· capable of a sufficiently high maximum undlstort:ed power 

output and a suf.ficiently low level of residual noise (hum, 

etc.) to give the required dynamic range. 

Tone £Ompensation ~ tone control. It is now 

necessary to survey t,.one control requirements- as described 

by Mr. F. Langford Smith. 

An ·"ideal'* audio frequency amplifier is one having 
a r-esponse which is linear and level over ·the w-hole 
audio frequency range. It is some·times desirable to 
cont.rol the frequency response so as to compensate ·for 
certain non-linear components such as pickups or loud
speakers, or to enable th:e listener to adjust the tone 
to suit his taste. Such methods or control are known 
by many names, such as Tone Compensation, Tone Control, 
and Bass Boosting. (And Treble Boosting or Attenua
tion.J . . . . . . . . . •· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Comparatively simple combinations of resistance, 
capacitance and inductance may be used, ·in conjuneti.on 
with amplifying valves, (:tubes] t·o produ~e a fairly 
·wide range or .frequency characteristics. 7 

Adequate tone controls are ess-ential to any music 

reproducing equipment because of the constant variations 

encountered in the types of music being reproduced and the 

marked di.f£erence in the a-coustics surrounding each perform

ing group--some in auditoriums, some in s·tudios, and some 

perhaps even out-o.f-doors. Mr. Smith conclude-s his descrip

tion of tone control requirements as follows: 

If the whole of the equipment from microphone to 
loudspeaker inclusive has .a uniform frequency. response, 
the reproduction will only sound natural if the acoustic 



level of the. reproduction is the same as that or t. he 
original sound. At lower levels, due to the · charact.er-
1$tics of the human ear, there will be a pronounced 
drop in the apparent bass, and a less pronounced drop 
in the apparent treble. If the closest po.ssible 
approach to the imp.ression of the original sound il 
required at a lower acoustic. level, it is n-eces~Sary to 
provide the requisit.e (adequat-e) degrees of bass and 
treble boosting.8 · · · 

Volume expansion !.ru!,. compression. The r ea.de.r may 

recall the statement earlier in this c)lapter (page 12) con

cerning the impossibility or reco~ng th~ f\.111 dynamic 

range or an orchestra without exceeding the capaci-ty of the 

recordet. The recording apparat ..... s must be monitored in ·SQIDe 

fashion.. It is possible with volume compressor and expan~er 

circuits to meet this problem ele.ctronically with consider

able success. 

It is possible in an .amplifier to vary the gain in 
such a manner that the gr.eater the input the greater 
the gain {vol.ume]. Such procedure is. called volume ex
pansion and the reverse acti~n is called volume com
pression. It is not possible here to co~ent on the 
desirability of such system.s since many . factors hav-e to 
be considered. Various types of expan&i-on or contrac
tion characteristics can be produced and a wide varia
tion ·Of the time c.onstant can be obtained. In general a 
time constant of .about one-fifth o£ a second is usually 
considered reasonably satis·factory, but with elabo-rate 
amplifiers it is possible to obtain a more rapid pickup 
and ·a slower decline. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . 

Volume compressor's are some·what similar to volume 
expanders e-xcept that the .action is inverted. 

All existing types of volume expanders and com
pressors necessarily need to be a compromise. I'f it is 

g !.MJ!.; P• 70. 
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desired to make the receiv~~ sound ide·ntical with tha.t 
in the st,ud~o. it is necessary to have ident.ical eon
traction and expansion ch·ar.acteristles, and zero time 
del~y. This can only be obtained or approached elo~ely 
~Y a system .in which a m·onitor signal is transmitted in 
order to control the gain in the reproducing ampli·fier 
to co.rr,espond with the compression in the stud1o.9 

Phonograph records. Phonograph records are ~ubj.ec:t 

to a wide variation of frequency response and o•er-all 

quality .from manufacturer to manufacturer. Some of the 

problems are mentioned in the following quota'tion: 

Standard "·lateral-cut" gramophone [phonograph) 
records ar,e recorded with a charact.eristic in which the 
a.m.plit.ude of the n~edle movement is proportional to: the 
input voltage for frequencies above 250 c/s.. Due to the 
fact that for constant acoustic power ·the amplitud-e 
increases as the frequency is decreased, a point is 
reach.ed. beyond which there is danger of' one groove cut
ting into t..he next. Consequently below 250 c/s. the 
recording is made to follow a "constant Ar;plitude Char
.act.eristic," which means thai;. the same amplitude holds 
for a given applied acoustic power a:t all frequencies. 
Thi.s is equivalent to a drop in output ot 6 db. per 
octave (1 octave : frequency .ratio 2 : 1), or to a vol
tage ratio of' :2 : 1 per octave. Th.e diagram (Fig. 1) 
shows ·the theoretical output given- by an ideal uncQrnpen
sated .Pickup, and also the compensation required (upper 
curve with broken line.) for overall level responsthl.O 

Phonograph Eickups. The phonograph pickup is a good 

example of' the manner in which variou.s parts of a music 

reproducer can effect the quality of the reproduced sound. 

One unit may compare in price and quality very clos.ely wi·th 

another and yet, due to the problems listed below, produce 

9 Ib!d•, p. 74. 

lO !91!!., P• 75. 
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a noticeably differ-ent quality o£ sound. J.-Ir. F. Langford 

Smith describes pickup f$-ults in tne following quotation: 

There are many types or pickups in use. • • • All 
types, including crystal type$, 5\l!fer to a greater or 
less extent from the !ollo\ld.ng: .. -

(1} Mecha~ical resonances or the pickup either in 
part t:)r whole. 

(2) Mechanical resonance of the arm. and pickup as a-
whole. · 

( .3) Harmonic disto.rtion o£ ·the output due. to tton
linear relati.onship between the movement of. the 
needle, and the output voltage. 

(4) Non-uniform output voltage at all audible fre
quencies. 

( 5) Wear of the record due to weight, poor trac-king, 
mechanical damping, etc. 

)!echanical r .esonane-es at the higher audio frequencies 
are objectioJ:lable, an-d Jll&Y only be reduced by a modifi
cation in the internal structure of the pickup. Nearly 
all pickUps employ some form of daznping (usually mechan
ica~) to reduce. these resonances to some extent, but 
comp].ete elimination is not practicable o-wing to wear 
caused on the record. 

Resonance o£ the arm· as a whole is unavoidable,. an:d 
is l'requentiy li'secrinpopular types to improve the bass 
response, thereby giving eome compensation for the 
recording c·haracteristic •. II 

Miero-ehones. Microphones, like phonograph pickups, 

are subject :to definite mechanical limitations, and various 

types o£ microphones often wi 11 change the quality of the 

music they reproduce without necessarily being inefficient. 

1-Ir. Smith gives t~ f-Ollowing ciescription of vario\lS types 

o:f microphones: 

Microphones may be divided into two group-s: 

11 Smith, pp" 75-6. 



(l) Low impedance 
(2) High impedance 

In the first group are Yarious types 0 r e arbon or gr.an
ule, velocity (or rib-bon),. and -dynamic micro-phones. In 
the second group are condenser and crystal microphones 
The latter may ·be subdivided into: · • 

(a) Diaphragm types, giving greater output ·but 
having poorer .fidelity, and · 

lbJ Sound cell typ,es in which the. air pressure 
operates directly on the crystal !ace-.12 

Y.~r. Leo Beranek, an aco\18tical engineer de.scribee 

pressure mi~rophones, as ,follows: 

. Pressure microphones are the most wi-dely used of the 
three basic types discussed in th-e preceding pa-rt. They 
are applicable to aco·ustic me-asuring systems a·nd to the 
pi-cku,p of music. md speech in broadcast studios,, in 
public-address installations, and in hearin-g. aids. l'..any 
engineer.s and artists beli-eve that mus.ic reproduced from 
the output. of a well-designed pressure microphone is 
superior to that :from the more directional types of mi-c
rophone because the qu.ality or the rev-erberation in the 
audito-riuna or studio is fully preserved, because undesir ... 
able wave-form distortion is minimized, and beeau8e the 
quality of the reproduced sound is not as strongly depen
dent as for other types upon how close tht- talker or the 
musical instrument is to the microphone.lJ 

Tape _and wire recording heads. A steel wire or -some 

type of tape coated with a magnetic material ie pulled 

through a dual magnetic field. The first field is 'fibrating 

at a constant frequency above the range of audibility. Thil 

tone pulls the molecules on the tape or wire in a uniform 

direction 'Which eliminates most residual .noise am any pre•

ious recording. The second magnetic f1 eld -yaries in 

12 .· .· . 
Ibid., p. 77• 

13 Leo L. Beranek Acoustics (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company., Inc. , 1954 ~ , - pp. 15 0-l. 
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freque-ncy with t.he sound being recorded which change~ the

molecular structure o£ the tape .or Wire accordingly. Full

ing the recorded tape or wire through a third maen.etic field 

induces chapges in the field in dire.ct ratio to the fre

quency .of the molecular cbanges i .n the. wire or tape, thus 

reproducing the origi.nal soun<:l. The advantages of this type 

of recording are a lo.w background noise,, a wide dynamic 

range, and excellent .fidelity in high quality units. A dis

advantage is the necessity of -pulling th-e wire or tape 

across the heads at an absolutel~~ constant speed ·to e. void 

"wow" and flutter. The fact tha.t the fidelity increases 

with the speed of the pull thereby limits the length of 

recordings to convenient s.pool sizes. 

Loudspeakers 1!!!£! their enclosures. The subject of 

loudspeakers and enclosures is now .int-roduced throueh the 

writing of l·ir. Beranek in his new book called Acoustics. 

A loudspeaker is an electromagnetic transducer for 
converting electrical signals into sounds. There are 
two principal types of loudspeakers: those in which 
the vi:brating surface (.called the diaphragm) radiates 
sound direc·tly into the air. an4 those in which a born 
is interposed between the diaphragm and the air. The 
direct-rad·iator type is used in most home radio receiv• 
ing sets, in phonographs, and in small public-addrees 
system·s.o The horn type is used in high-fidelity repro
ducing system·s ., in large sound systems in theaters and 
auditoriums, and in music and outdoor-announcing syste::ns. 

The principal advantages of the direct-ra:dia~or type . 
are (1) small size, (2} low cost, and (3) a sat1sfactory 
response over a comparat-ively wide freque~cy range.. The 
principal di,sadvantages a:re (1) low efficJ.ency, (2) nar
row direc·tivity pattern at high frequencies, and (3) fre
quently, irregular response curve at high frequencies. 

I 
I 
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For use in home radio receiving sets where little 
acoustic power is necessary and where th'e listeners 
are -generally not very critical, the advantages far out
weigh the disadvantages •. In theater and outdoor sound 
systems where large amounts. of acoustic power are 
necessary and where space is not :important, the more 
effici.ent hom-type loudspeaker· is generally used. • • • 
In this text-. (thesisJ however, we shall limit. ours·elves 
to moving-Qoil loudspeakers, the type commonly 1l8ed in 
radiQs and home music systans.l4 

ijom-type loudspeakers eventually may replace all 

direct-radiator-type reproducers as they can be constructed 

to fit into the actual design of a house, using, for 

example, the walls of ·tbe room. itself' as an extension of the 

horn. 

By definition, a baffle is any means for. acoustically 
i~olating the front. side or the diaphragm from the rear 
sl.de.l) 

t11any new homes incorporate direet-radia:tor speakers 

into the c·onstructi on o£ a wall to isolate the vi brat ions 

from the rear or the diaphragm compl.etely and direct them 

into some other part of the house. Mr. David Fidelman des

cribes the basic principles of' baffle· d-esign in the following 

quotation: 

The reasons £or the difficulty in obtaining proper 
baffling for lou·~speaker~ may not be immediately apparent 
until it is real1zed that the primary purpose ,Qf the 
baffle is to prevent sound from the back of the ~peaker 
cone (which is 1800 out-of-phase with that from the front) 
from cancelling the sound transmitted from the front of 

14. .!!Wt .. , p. 18,3. 

lS llii!·· p. 184. 
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the cone. The smaller the difference in air path com
fared to the wav-e-lengt.h of the sound, the more complete 
1s the cancellation. Therefore if the loud$peaker ia 
not mounted ~n a baffle, or is mounted in a very small 
one, there nll be cancellation up to a relatively high 
frequency and the reproduced sound will be deficient in 
lo.w .frequencies. If the speaker is mounted on a fiat 
board. which is the si mples.t type or baffle, this board 
should measure at least 8 feet on each side (with the 
speaker mounted away . from the center) if adequate res
ponse is to be obtained below 100 cps. 

Because of the larg·e· a ize re(luired if flat boards are 
used for loud·speaker mountings, a nwuber of different 
types of ba:ffles have been developed which do not require 
a·s much space. Some types perform the additional func
t.ion of impn;,ving t.he low-frequency response by increas
ing the coupling between the loudspeaker cone and the air 
into which the s:>·und is radiated. At low frequencies the 
area of the loudspeaker becomes in suff'icient ror prop•r 
coupling to the air--this is one reason why s ·mall loud
speakers are not capable of the same low-frequency res
ponse as larger loudspeakers. The enclosures which 
increase the low-.rrequency r.esponse do so by increasing 
the area of radiation into the air at low frequencies. 

The most c~mmon type of housing for loudspeakers is 
the unsatisfactory con·ventional open--back cabinee. fowxl 
in almost all commercial radio and radio-phonograph coo
binations sold at the present time. When the sound path 
from the back of the cone is sufficiently long {as i ·n the 
case of the large console cabinets) the low frequencies 
are reproduced; while in the midget radio cabinets the 
sound path from the back to the front is very short and 
the low frequencies are not reproduced because o! the 
out-o.f-phase cancellation. HoveYer, the most o.bjection
a:ble acoustical r eature or such cabinets is that the 
back of the cabinet behind the loudspeaker acts as -a 
resonant enclosure. It i~ an open-endtJd resonant tube 
(s·ucb as, for example, an organ pipe) which accentuates· 
the loudspeaker response· at the ·frequency of resonance 
due to the increased e:Cficiency of the acoustical 
system •••• The cabinet resonance causes the sharp 
peak in the response, gen~rally in the range between 100 
an4 200 cp.s, which very unfavorably af.fects the intelli
gibility and naturalness of the re~roduced 110und and is 
especially noticeable in the re-production of music and 
male speech. This is the "boomy" quality so character
istic of almost all commercial radi-o reeei Yers. This 

l 
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open-back conat.rue:t.ion o£ the loudspeaker enc loaure ia 
used in JDaS$-produeed receivers because of 1t:s iov coet 
and simplicity o£ con-struction, ~t it should b.e aTo.1c1ed 
.in an16system being set up ror bigh quality reprcduc"" 
tion. 

Fortunately, radio manufacture~s aJ"e becoming more 

careful in cabinet constructi()n and are attempting to dealP\ 

ca.binets ·llhich properly baffle the lou(l~peaker tn a.ddition 

to housing the mechanical equipment. Mr.. f'idelman ,;oes on 

to describe the irl.finite~ty.pe baffle. 

The simplest t.ype of loudspea.ker ¢abinet 1a one with 
a completely en~losed htle·k. By making the c.a.b.inet a a 
rigid as possible and padding the 1n&1de with absorbent 
material., the sound .from the back of the loudspeAker 
cot1e is completely prevent·ed from reaching the t.ront.. 
Suc.h a c·abinet is sometimes known as an "infinite baft.le" 
cabinet, since its· ef.fect is ~imilar to mounting t~., 
loudspeaker on. an inf'initely large flat board. HoveYer, 
the vo lwne inside the box must be sufficiently 1!.7g·e, or 
else the low-frequency reepon·se will be reduced. 

The most popular type o£ baffle and the one ~ost 

easily constructed and adjusted to fit the roo:n enrl.roruaent. 

is the· bass-reflex cabinet.. It ts. described by 1'.r. Fidelma'\ 

as .follows: 

It is very simple to construct and, when properly ... 
desi,gned, gi~ves ·eXcellent e~coust.tc resul t.a • . ~.nr IIIJlnU _ 
f'acturers· provide such ca}:)inets for use with .t.h·eir loud_ 
speakers, and they have be.en us~d commercially ,ror loud 
speidc•ts ranging in size .from 8-inch to the !~~·in 
l$--iJ1Ch low-frequency units of dual systems ·. ·. . 
the at era an-d au di tori ums • 

16 DaVid Fidelman, "Loudspeaker Enclos·ures, • Radio 
! Television New$, 4.7:50, June, 1952. 

17 Loc. ill· 
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~he basic principle of operation or t.h e ba set-reflex 
cab1.net is the use of' ac.oustical network·s to increase 
the low ... frequency respons.e of the loud-speaker. · The con
struction. • • consiat..(sJ o£ a closed cabinet vith an 
opening _in the front close to the louchlpealcer. The Yol
um.e o£ the cabi.net has the properties of an aeouatical 
capacity, while the opening in the .front h.as the pro'p
erti.es of an inductance in serie·s wi.th the acoustic 
resistanc-e of the air. • • • The low-£requency response 
i .s 1ncreased by the coupling of the twp tuned d. rcuits, 
because the currents in t.he two resistors -are fn phase, 
and the sound rrom both the front and the back or th.e 
cone 1 s there fore useful. · · · · 

However, g()()d results ar'e obtained from the bass
reflex cabinet only _lldlat it is properly des igned to 
match the . size and resonant £requency or t .he loudspeaker
with which it i& tO be used. Improperly designed cabi
nets will produce undesirably boomy and resonant bass, 
there.fore the experi111enter '41ibo constructs his own bass
reflex cabinet should dbe carefUl to u.se proper dimensions 
in hj.s -constru.ction.lo 

The acoustical labyrinth cabinet is quite ditfic:ult 

to construct but provides .excellent re&u.lts. 

In this type of enclosure, the acoustic tune·d circuit 
o£ the bass-reflex cabinet is replaced by a resonant 
line. An absorbent-walled tube is: coupled to the back 
of the loudspeaker at one en,d, and is open to the air at 
the other end. At the freql,lency for lihicb it i :s one
quarter wa·ve.length long, this tub.e sees a low impedance 
at the open end, and therefore presents a high im·pedanc·e 
to the back o£ the loudspeaker c~one. Thus, by choosing 
th-e length o£ the t.ube so that i t is a qua.rte'r-wave
length at the resonant frequency of the loudspeaker s:u.s
pension, the -resonance of the speaker is damped in the 
same manner as with the bass-reflex cabinet.. At double 
the re.sonant frequency, the ·tube is a half -wave-length 
long and the phase is reversed, therefore the sound 
through the tube is in-phase with that from the front of 
the l.oudspe.aker and t ·he response is incre·ased. The tube 
lining absorbs almost all ()f the eound above 150 cps 
therefore the higher resonances have no effect. 

18 Ibid.' P• 5§ • 
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In the labyrinth cabinet, this resonant tube is .folded 
so that the total outside dimensions are practical for 
use in the home or s·tudio.l9 

Th.e· following cabinet design also can be incorporated 

into the actual construction of a home or auditorium and 

therefore is more expensive b.lt provides excellmt r -esults. 

A type -of loudspeaker cabinet ~ich is becoming widely 
used because of its good low-.freqUency response is the 
folded-hom cabinet. In this type of cabinet the sound 
is radiated from the front or the speaker cone at high 
frequencies and through a horn coupled to the back of 
the cone at low frequencies. For home use_, it is gen
erally designed to be placed in a corner of the room so 
that the walls and floor form part of the horn. 

The horn is used in loudspeaker applications because 
it is the acoustical equivalent of the electrical trans
former. Sin-ce at low frequencies the air represents too 
low an impedance ror proper coupling ·to the loudspeaker 
cone, the horn ean be used to transform this low imped
ance to a higher impedance 'Mlich permits more efficient 
energy transfer. Generally a volume of air is main
tained between the loudspeaker and the entrance to the 
horn, to act as an acoustic capacity which bypass-es the 
horn at higher .frequencies so that all the high-frequency 
sound radiation is from the front or- the speaker. With 
the u-se of properly designed c-orner folded-horn cabinets. 
frequencies as low as 20 to 30 cps can be reproduced 
using standard c-ommercial loudspeakers in cabinets or 
praetic al siz-e·s. 

The detail·s of construction or a typical corner 
folded-hom cabinet are shown on the "data-print." 
Practical dimensions are given for the. construction of 
such cabinets for use with commercial 12-inch and 15-inch 
loudspeakers. No dimensions are given for use with 
smaller speakers, since the maj_or usefulness of the ho-rn 
is with speakers that a-re capable of producing the very 
.low frequencies at which the horn coupling. to the air 

19 ~ •• pp. 98-99. 
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is most useful.20 

We: are indebted to J·~.·. . F. idelm. a.n for hi .s co~·petert t 

descriptions O-f various baffle enclosures. 
. . . . ' 

·The h2.m-~ =l-.o..;;.:u~-d:..::' s;.,£p;;;;:e::.:a::..:k::.:e::.;r:::... .for· extend""d · ·t _ _ _ ... r:-.r..e.e s·.~ . 5 t:,.,~. 

The direct-radiator louc:lspeaker is .often called the "woofer" 

because its main re~ponslbili. ty ill a two-way s:peaker ::;y ster:t 

is t:o produ<:e the· low f'requencies with the aid of proper· 

baffling. The high frequency horn~t·ype spe.aker is ofte~ 

called the •tweeter" because. of its high pitched shrillness 

when heard by itself. fiieher .frequenc·ies can he prod\lced,. 

and produced more efficiently, by "t.he horn-type tweeter th.an 

they can by the cone-type direct-rad:b.ttor speaker. \'lh.en or.e 

speaker, or more, of each type is used, extremely wide ran&e 

reproduction is possible. Frequency dividing net.work~ ar;e 

necessary to provide each speaker unit with the bane! of fre

quencies it is designed to reproduce. :1-:r. Beranek describes 

hor.n:-type speakers in considerable det.311, part of which is 

includ.ed here. 

The. dr,i.vin:g un,it for a hQrn lou,dspeak-er is esser.t ially 
a small Q.irect_;radiat.or l~~dspeaker that c.ouple.s to the 
throat of a flaring horn. · 

When well..odesigned; the large e11d of the horn, called 
the tt.mouth, it has an area sufficiently large t.o r-a~iate 
sound efficiently at t.he lowest .frequenc: y desired. The 

20 ill5!-_, pp. 9$ ... 99· 
21 Beranek, 2B• ~-,. P· 2-60. 
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small end of the horn • called the "throat " has an area 
selected to match the acoustic impedance ~r the. driving 
unit and to produce as l.ittle nonlinear disto·rtion of 
the acous~ic signal as pos~ible.22 

Sound "pre$en2.!_" ~ "high-fidelity." These two 

terms are often mis-used and mis-un-derstood as they are 

applied descriptively to- sQund reprod~ct.ion. Generally, 

reproduced sound is said to have "presence" if" it. ia clear 

and crisp and gives the l..istener ~he aural impres-sion or 
nearness. "Presence" is strictly a psyehologl.eal term 

while "high .. fidelity" should be used as a physical term. 

Unfo-rtunately, however~ the label "high ... £idel1ty" is 

attached to almost anything that is in any way connected 

with sound reproduction. As -a physical term, high-fidelity 

refers to the .frequ.,ency response range necessary to re·pro ... 

duce sound in a manner compl.etel.y f'aithful to the original. 

Note the following statement from engineers at. the Jensen 

Radi.o ~Ianu.facturing Company: 

The term "High-Fidelit-Y" deserves careful use. It 
the term is to retain any meaning, it coes n.ot see,m to 
be proper to apply it to a band less narrow th_an".No. 3 
(75 to 8,000 cycles). The term "Nedium-Fidelity seems 
appropriate fQr J:Jands 4 and 5 (down t() 110 to 5.J.OO 
cycles), ~ile narrower bands, in view or the present 
state ot the art are "Low-Fidelity" in their p.er!orm-
ance.2,j · 

Page 37 quotes a suggested fr-e-quency band c.hart by the 

22 ll)id. t p. 259· 

23 Jensen, 22• £.ll•, P• 12. 



Band 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

X 

TABLE II* 

A FREFERRED SERIES OF AUDIO FREQUmCY BANDS 

FOR SOUND REPRODUCING SYS-TEMS 

(JENSEN, "TABLE 1"} 

Classification 

High Fidelity 
High Fidelity 
ijigh Fidelity 
Medium Fidelity 
l·ie<lium Fidelity 
I•ledium Fidelity 
Low Fidelity 
Low Fi-delity 

Cut-off Frequenc.ies 
Low High 

40 
65 
75 
90 

110 
130 
160 
200 

15,000 
11,000 

8,000 
6,400 
5_.300 
4-,400 
3:, 600 
),000 

A. Band 1 is the assumed complete spectrum o£ mu-sic. 
FC.C requirements for FM tran.smission call for a 
range of .30 to 15.,000, uniform within -2 db. 

B. Band 2 af.fords as c omp~ete fidelity as Band 1 for 
a cri,tical listener (55b most acute hearing) in very 
quiet homes {5fo quietest, 33 db noise level) at. 
usual reproduction levels. 

c. Band .3 affords as complete fidelity aQ Band 1 .for 
an average listener (median po.pulation hearing} in 
an average home (median annual noise level. 43 db) 
at usual reproduction levels. 

D. Band 2 or 3 is approximate· maximum range of high 
quality transcriptions. 

E. Band 5 or 6 is approximat-e maximum useful range for 
nighttime and rural reproduction or AM broadcasting 
and commercial lateral phonograph records. 

F. Bands 2 to 6 probably require console type radio 
receivers for repro(ilction of low end. 

G. Aural balance will probably be acceptable if one 
cut-of.f is paired with that in an adjacent band. 
Thus: ·65-90 to 8,000.; 90-130 to 51 300, ete. 

* Jensen, p. 11. 
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Jensen engineers conc-erning fidelity standards. 

Electrical measuring devices. The human ear iS not 

reliable as a measuring device in the physical sense. 

Therefore, mechanical and electrical instruments must be 

used for t es.ts and measuranents bY the engineer and t ech-ni-

eian. 

The oscillosco~te and !!2!!!!. 2! lli applicatj_ons. The 

oscilloscope is an electronic 1n$trwnEilt which produces a 

visual 11wave- pattern" or any vibration form of audio or· 

radio frequencies on the screen of a cathode ray tube. 

Through this instrument, it is possibl ~ to study overtone 

patterns and test radio and audio circuits for almost all 

kinds o£ distortion. 

Decibel meters. A decibel meter m.ea~r-es the change 

ot power flowing through a circuit. This- measurement is 

helpful as a general !isuM_ indication of loudnes·e· ... How .. 
ever. the decibel should not ·be contused wi·th t. he 

unit of 
measurement fer loudness called the "ph " on. 

There tends to be confUsion b . . 
is not a loudness unit but a uni~t~ten the Decibel Which 
anci tbe Phon Whi~h 1s a true 1 · chmge of power 
·were eql,lally responsive to all OUdness unit,. lf the • 
the Decib~l wol.lld be identical frfqueneies, the Phon eard 
relation 'Wha'tever to the fre u • he Decibel bears n an 
but rather to the conditionsq e~cy respons-e or the 0 

circuit. The Phon beiD. ~x stlng in an ele · · ea.r 
af£eeted by the charact;rfs~lt or loudness is ~r1eal 
there is no dire·ct relati c of the ear and .. . reetly 
Phons over the audio rAn~o. n~pip between Decib·_ t

1
.heretore 

-~e • .,.. · e s and 

2lt Smith; U· cit . 86 -...•a p. o. 
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For de:seripti()~a ()f ot.h~r elec~rical me .a•urt~g instru• 

m~nta and th eil" ~:ses, see Chapter )2 of ~. f. Langford 

Smith's The Radiotron. ~igner'.! Handbook (page 26)). It 

must be T~nl$mber~d that in ·th·e final ~u1lysis1 no instruments 

can replace tbe au;ral . evaluation. of the critical. lb:s:tener. 

The final o.bjective of all electronic engineering 1n the 

area of music reproduction must be to make the: music artis

t:ically and .psychologically satisfying to tb.e listener. 

I ' 
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CH-APTER II 

THE LITERATURE AVAI-LABLE AND THE LIM!TATIONS 

OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

In Chapt-er I (pag' 11) some idea is given of the 

amo~nt or literature availabl~ in the general su'bj ect area 

o.f this the.sis. Petiodicals and boo}(s a.r• be.in~ published 

at an eve:r-increasing rate dealing with high-fidelity in all 

its _phases. It: does not seem necessary to f'ac.e the reader 

with an exhaust-ive analy.sis of all the var-iou:$ studies deal

ing w~th acoustics, electronics and music in the $r$a or 
music reproduction. However, to understand more ad,equately 

the types of literature available, we will survey specific 

references in each of the three general areas just mentioned. 

The study of acoustics as it relate.s to musical 

sound reproduction is a very· new field. Mos·t references 

that are available were written as little as fifteen years 

ago and already are very much out-o£;..date in ter.ms o! new 

dis-coveries·, particularly in th.e area of psyc·ho-acoustical 

phenomena. Therefore, it seems. best. to u-se t .he limited 

$pace available in this thesis surveying the most up.to .. da:te 

studies. 

One of the latest t .exts is call-ed Acoustics .2! Music 

by Wilmer T. Bartholomew. Mr. Bartholom:e~ is a musician 

as well as an acou.st~~cal technician• This makes his book 

' ; 
j ' · • 
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one of the best available as a fusion of the science of 

acous-tie·s and the art o.f music. The following statement, 

taken from the preface of Mr. Bartholomew's book, reveals 

his thinking in these areas: 

The. Taj lw1ahal, that dream of architectural loveli
ness, seems to our entranced vision ·far removed from. 
such mundane things as the measurement of angles, the 
stresses and strains of building m~t:erials, and the 
chemistry of pigments .•••• Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. 
that last mighty dream· of a stormy soul, ••• s_eems to 
our tra.nsported ears to have no connection with such 
prosaic things as the compres·sibility of air., the re
flection o£ sound waves by walls, o.r the mathematics of 
Fourier analysis. But there is a connection, unrecog
nized and econied though it be by many. We are usually 
unconscious of it during the enotional experience of · 
listening to music. But whether or not we like to admit 
our dependence on such material things, ther~ is no art 
capable of rearing high its magic towers of beauty 'With
out l:uilding them on the strong f'olindation of the estab
lished ard immutable laws of "the-nature-of' .. things, tt· or 
science. • • • An undiscriminating writer has said, 
"The soul of the piano transcends all investigation." 
Such a statement is patent.ly incorrect, since the mul 
is not in the piano but in the pianis-e--and I hope it 
will there continue to transcend investigation. That 
which is essentially imponderabl~ cannot be weighed or 
analyzed very far. But it is qUite possible to study 
the actions of t.he muscles of the player, and draw cer
tain conclusions that may greatly aid the pianist in 
the expression of ·whatever is in his sou1. 
• • • • • .. • • • • • .. • • .It • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • 

This book, therefore, is written from the musi·eian's 
standpoin~, in the hope of answering the questions that 
music stud·ents and performers might ask.l 

From this brief e-xcerpt of Mr. Bartholomew' a preface, 

we gain the d i stinct impression that he is attempting what 

some might bel·ieve to be impossible; namely, that the indef-

1 Bartholome:w; 2..'2• cit •• pp. vii-·Viii. 
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inite and impossi1U·~ to measure esth.etics o£ musi.c and the 

more definite and specific ·science of ~coustics ean be 

treated as a single subject area. Furth·er study of his 

book ·reveals that irt the ·main it re.lies heavily on the. 

science· of ·acoustics for its effeet·iveness and deals in a 

•err secondary way with the related problems of music in 

the artist!¢ serts~. 

In its ~arly ch~pt~rs, thi::s book -deals on a .non

mathematical basis with the U$,1al elementary aepustical. 

problems ·of the nature o.f vibration, ~ound w·av~s,. vibratory 

sources of sound, w1 th vari ous sub-topics Uo.der each. The 

last three chapters are perh.aps the most informative a$ 

they relate to this thesis. Chapter IV called "HaJ'IIlony 

and. Seales" deals with various problems ,of tuning (true or 

"just" intonation), equal temperament, etc. A study of th'is. 

chapter by the t"eader would be very beneficial as an aid in 

unders:tanding the problems s·ingers aild instrumentalists face 

in prod.ucing melodies and harmonies "i n tune." 

Chapter V deals with the mechanism o£ hearing. This 

chapt.er is an .aid to the reader in comprehending, limitations 

of the human a1ral mechanism·. However, Chapter XIII of the 

boo~ Acoustics by Leo L. Beranek covers this subJect m~ch 

more completely, and, therefore. is rea>mmen<ied above the 

Bartholomew chapter. Cbap~er Yr of Acoustics 2!, Music 

comes the closest to th~ problems pr.esented in Chapter I of 
I 
j . 
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this thesis· as it deals with "Electronic Recording, Repro

ducing, and Synthesizing of Sound." Unfortunately, the 

chapter ·is very bri~f and as such it serves more to list 

the problems rather than to discuss possible solutions to 

them. 

As a conclusion to the discussion of the Bartholome-w 

book, it can' be said that this volume is one of the best 

studies available on the acoustics of music. Since the book 

is, in the main, non-mathema.tical in it.s .approach and deals 

sympathetically With the musician's problems, the reader 

does not get lost in the compleJCities of formulas and log~;.. 

ritbms. Acoustics by Beranek is a much more adequate teXt. 

"from the acoustical engineer1 s standpo1nt because it i ·s 

based upon mathematics. In comparison to the Bartholomew 

text, the Be-ranek ·book is much less useful to the lay 

read~r. 

In the. area of electronics, reference is made to the 

book by F. Langford Smith,. entitled !h!. Radiotron Designer'!. 

Handbook. This bo·ok is still adequate as a basi~ reference 

.ror in~ormat-ion on standard definitions, radio frequen~y,, 

.and audio: .frequency circuit.s, even though considerably out

of•date in terms of the thesis subject. 

It is ·interesting to note that when the writ.t!r began. 

accumulating info.mat.ion for this thesia, in 1940, there 

were no co.¢marcially practical wire-record.ers, tape-recorders 
• 
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long-playing records, or television sets. This aen4ts to 

illustrate that commercial developments have come so rt~.pidly 

and technological studies have advanc·ed so quickly that it. 

is difficult, if not impoa:.sible, to find any single source 

of information that adequately cov·.ers the subject. Because 

of this fact, it becomes necessary to accumulate information 

on elec.tronic· developments from many varied sources. One ·of 

t.he most valuable sources is cu.rrent periodicals. Researc·h 

and new: designs f'or experimental and canmerc.ial equipment 

are illustrate<! and discussed !'rom we·ek to· week in many 

periodicals. The reader w~ll note in the Bibliography the 

extended l.ist of pel'iodic.·ats giving eources of information 

in the electroni,c,s area. 

In addition to periodicals, there are many valuable 

technical monographs prepared by various industrial manu

.facturers in the electronics field. The Jensen .t-ianufactur• 

ing C.ompany of Chicago, Illinois t published a s~ries of 

£our Technical Monographs in 1945 dealing with the following 

subJ·ects: Number One "Loud Speaker Frequenc.y·R~~porise 
=;.;;;..;;:;.:.... -· 

Measurements, tt Number Two, "Impedance )latching and Power 

Distribution," Number Three, "Frequency Range and Power 

Cons.iderations in Music Reproduction.," and Number f:2!!r.• "The 

E.ffective Reproduction of Speech." The third monograph in 

this seri~s has been most useful as a reference for this 

theSi$ and quotations will be found in Chapter I from this 

t 
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work, 

Anot-her example of a useful technical monograph is 

the .Amplifier .Manual by A. C. Shanet, Chiet Engineer of the 

Amplif'ier Company of America. This monograph gives excel .. 

lent illustrations or the manner in which radio engineers 

are designing amplifiers that attempt to solve problems of 

tone co.ntrol, volume expansion and compression, s.cratch 

supJ).resston, remote cont:rol, a\ldio-spectrum control,_ etc. 

In addition to periodicals and monographs listing 

new developments, there are important periodieals which can 

help the reader to evaluate more adequately the ~fficiency 

of the new equipment which i .s constantly made available to 

the public., 

per.iodical. 

ConeU!Der R.J!ports is a good example of such a 

This magazine is published ·by Consumers Union 

of the United States, Inc. The April 1954, is8ue-, as an 

~llust.ration, contains an extensive article -covering the 

latest high-fidelity amplifl.ers .on the market at that time. 

They are rated on the basis of cost, numbe-r of tubes, ade

quacy ot frequency response, power, tone control, and avail

able in-puts and out-puts. This type of 1n£ormation can be 

exceedingly valuable ·to the reader a.ttempting to find first

rat-e components for a reproducing system. 

An article in Life magazine, Febr.uary 1955, qu.otes a 

group of unknown "experts" Who ha1'e surveyed high-fidelity 

equipmen1; currently- on the market and make specific 
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recommendations in terms of efficiency-, brand n,ane,, and 

price.. Suppo~edly poorer c-omponents have been weeded out, 

leaving only the problems of selecting the various features 

desired. and noting the price limitations .facing the buye-r. 

Unfortunately, articles such as· thi·s grossly aver-simplify 

the problems facing the consumer who might be a truly criti

cal listener. The problems of construction and assembly of 

the various components and the techniques required to oper

ate them ar-e i gnored completely. It is through these prob ... 

.lems ot assembly and operation of music reproducing equip• 

ment that one immediately becomes involved in a bewildering 

combination of the acoustical;. electronic, ani musical con

siderations,_ the s·olutions to which are the main concern of 

this ~hesi s. 

So tar~ we have considered some available literatur.e 

in the i'ields of acoustics and electronics. Tbe third 

aspect, namely, the field Of music, has many eJ(Cellent books 

dealing_ with it:s various phases. As a specific illustration, 

clos-ely paralleling some ot the musical problems faced in 

this thesis, t:here i s the book by the eminent musici an and 

conductor, Leopold Stokowski, entitled Music .!2!:_ !!!2! Y.§.. 

Mr. Stokowski has provided a b.()ok which can help the open

minded and discerning reader in understanding the subjectiv.e 

and objective ideas and emotions that course through the. 

minds of musicians. .Musici-ans are faced constant l y with 
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combinations of physical and psycbQ:logical. probl~ms in 

tbeir search Cor beauty tn music. The book is a very per

sonal and revealing expression o£ Mr. Stokowski 's own 

ideals and beliefs con9erning all ph~ses of music-. He has 

:studied a~o~stics, the musical instruments of all rijitions 

and p.eoples., and he has observed, in mo~t case.s first-hand, 

the many mod.es or musical expres$.ion used throughout the 

world. Through these observatio-ns al1d study has come an 

understal1dillg of the true dept-h of "The Soul ot Music • • • 

The l{~art of M\lsic ~· • • The Physical Beaut;y of Musi<: • • • 

The Mind and Music .... !"reedom of Response to Mus'ic.n2 

Thr.ov.gh a bet.ter understanding of the soul, heart, 

and mind of music, the reader sh()uld be led to a greater 

freedom of response to music; this is obviously one of the 

major goals of this book. The present study also mu..st f'ace 

the problems certain individ-uals haYe in free:ly responding 

to music regardless o£ its medium or· expression or methods 

of reproduction. Personal prejudices and preyious condit,ion

ing experience-s make it extremely di:f!icult !or $ome people 

to respond !reely to reproduc·ed music no matter how per

fectly the repro.d\lction is accomplished. This wrltE!r there

fore recommends study of the Stokowski book as a re,q\lisi~e 

for all nru.sicians and ~sic students seeld..ng new id.eas and 

2 Stok()wski, 21!• cit., P• v. 
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concepts concerning their understanding and response to· all 

kinds o ·f musical expression. Chapter V of this thesi·s dea.l.a 

in some detail with the fascinating. possibilities o! new 

kinds of musical e.x:pression in the .future through electric 

instruments o.f all ic~nds. 

Mr. Stokowski writes of recorded and repr·oduced music 

in. Chapters 28 through 33. Tb.e Chapter headings are (28) 

Recorded lv!usie (29) Broadcast Music (JO) Frequency J.iodula

tion (31) Music and Motion Pictures (32). l-1usic and Tele

vision (33) Reproduction of RecoJ"'ded and Broadcast ~lusic. 

The £1rst six chapters deal mainly with an outline of the 

latest developments in each field mentioned and suggest ways 

in which these developments can most benefit our daily 11 ves • 

Chapter )2 lists some important generaliza·ttons for good 

volume, tone control, and ·sound dispersion techniques for 

better li&tening. This mater:!al is referred to specifically 

in Chapters IV and V of this thesis. The last part ot 

Chapter .32 de~cribes some esthetic and psychologtcal possl

biliti·es of sound repr.oduction through acoustical and at

mospherical control o:f the l.istene.r's' environment, e.Y~!Jl to 

the inclusion of characteristic odors in the air. Tho pur·· 

pose of this chapter is to open new a-nd more comprehensive 

conc-epts or future developments in this field. 

While there is much that is use.fu.l to both the layman 

and t~chnical reader in t.his book, it is. too general and 
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incomplete in the more. technical :areas covered by this 

thesis. The book does not atteznpt to deal specifi:cally with 

the problems of assembly and opera,ticm of reproducing equip ... 

ment. How~ver, in conjunction wit~ ~he acoustical and 

electronical reference-s previously disct~ssed in this chapter, 

~lr .• Stokowski' s book .is very valuable a$ an aid to the 

reader des.iring to increase his musical awareness and sen

sitiVity, as a c oun terbalanc e against becoming o.verly con

cerned with the more mechanical aspects of music r-eproduc-

tion. 

The last example of a type of available literature 

to be surveyed he.re is the book by c·arl Seashore, entitled 

1n. Search. o.f. ~eautx !!! Music. A good introduction to the 

book is this statement in the Preface: 

)1ore has been achieved in the laying of foundations 
!or science in music ·in the present century than in all 
preceding centuries. The chief reason for this is that 
the .applied science of music has had to await the 
developm~nt o.f such underlying sciences as acoust.ic s, 
physiology, e1ectri~a1 eng~neering. anthropology, exper
imental education, and experimental psychology. In all 
these f'ields phenomenal progress has been made in the 
instrumentation and standardizing. of techni<Nes of 
measurement. Naturally to these. should be added the 
develop~ent of a body of sciene.e-minded musical artists 
who welCC)111e suqh scientific a:pp.roaches. The prog.ress 
has been facilitated and rushed at pheno:nenal spe-ed by 
the practical aspects of ra~io • phono-photography, 
phonography, induatrial ac()ust.ics, and the ·incrttasing 
demands for the psychology of Dl\1Sic in these f~:elds, as 
well as in edu·cati.on. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 

This volume is designed as an :introduction to the 
sciEnce of music for advanced students of music and. 
psychol.ogy, music teachers, educators, professional 
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musicians, and general readers interested in the 
scientific approach to the understanding and apprecia-
tion of beauty i -n music .J --

It is this book ~Y Seashore that aided the writer 

most in finding a justifiable ~e·ed for a more scientif'ic 

approach to the problems of music reproduction. Note Jotr. 

Seashore's sta~em~nt contrasting the scientific approach 

with the lais~ez faire attitude: 

From the tim·e of Aris'toxenus .. and Pythagoras, thert 
have been two basic attitudes toward musl c: one the 
impressionistic attitude of the musician who· is not 
inte-rested in e)Cplanations but merely in _ results which 
are judged by his unaided ear and speculative mind; the 
other that of the scientif-ic inquirer, like Pythagoras, 
who asked1 for example, "Wha:t are the reasons for the 
musical scale, arid what are its limitations?" The first 
is the ~asy, laissez f:aire attitudej the second is a 
critical and ,scienti:fic attitude which made no gr~.at. 
progress Until the beginning of the renafssanc.e. Its 
first prominent organizer, Helmholtz, digested mat:erial 
accumulate-d :from all. sourc-es, and made fundament-al 
contributions through laboratory researche-s discussed 
in hi.S epoch-making volume, lli Tone®firidungen (1862). 
[Sensations of tone .l 

Psychology as an experimental science had its be-gin .. 
ning o~ly seventy years ago, and in the fir.st .half' of 
that period, sh()Wed no interest in music. Thus the 
scient if'ic approach to the understanding and mastery o-r 
music is r.elati vely n'8w, and antisc,entific musicians 
are st-ill with us in large numbers. 

Anti-scientific mu~ic.ians are. for the most part, 

particularly suspicious of repro-duced music. They often 

3 Carl E. Sea-shore, In Search 2f Beauty !A Music 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1947), P• v. 

4 !lli·' pp. 4.-5. 
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feel th-at it (the music). has. been tamp:ered with. and is not 

longer true to the original. They seem unwilling to admit 

that present discoveries in sound reproduc·tion make it 

possible to hear a program. reproduced at a great distance., 

with greater cl.ari ty,. definition, presence, and w1 th less 

background noise than a listener seated at the back of the 

auditorium" at the aetual performance. This would be ptrti

cularly true if, .ror example, t.he auditorium Wel"e acoustic

ally poor and a busy street just outside kept the ambient 

noise backgro\lnd at a high level. As Seashore says: 

. :r,. recent years the development of the Acoustical 
Soci~ty of America. h.as brought about a revolution in 
musi cal thinking. . Research in musical acoustics is 
being put on a rigidly scientific basis and is making 
gr.eat progress. There is an awakening intere.st in 
what is called musicology, th·e science ot music. Thi-S 
science has many branches, one of the most active of 
which is the psychology of music .• 

In view of this n:e:w demand for and the new possi bill
ties of a scientific approach to music and scientific 
foundations for musical education and musical theory 
in preparation f()r the ~ eaching and study of .music. 1 t 
is time to inquire, n·Nnat ~ psycho-logy !!2., !2.!: music?"5 

Seashore then :compares th.e physical terms and their 

psychological counterparts as outline·d in Chapter I of this 

th-esis. His comment is: 

We learn that the sound wave as the exclusive source 
of musical tones has only four basic varlables: fr~
quency 1 in tensity, durati on, and wave "form. On the 
basis of that, it has been .found that the musical 
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organism must have .four oorrespondine capacit.ies for 
hearing all music: the sense of pitch, the sense of 
loudness, th.~ sense o.f time, and the sense of ti-mbre. 
This concept~on simplifies the understanding of th,e 
nature and function of the musical mind in tm t each 
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of ~he se four basic .functions appears in euc:ti cOm.plex 
mus1.cal forms as harmony, melody, dj'namics, rhythm, 
volume, and tone quality. It has b-.en shown that all 
of our mtJ.sical memory, !Qu sieal action, and musical com
position may be expressed in these four t .erms. Thus 
the.c~assifieation ":astly simpl.11'1es the task of the 
mus1.c1.an and makes the problems of appreciation and per-
formance concrete and specific .6 · 

It is through this reasoning that Seashore feel.S 

musical esthetics can be discussed and analyzed using under

standable and mea.ning£ul terminology. Hi.5 remark 1 a : 

Psychology_ organi.zes !Jl!_ ~cientific des·cription Q!: 
musical tones ruli. the means 12£ producing l!l.!!!t• Psy-· 
cbology enabies the musician to. think in ordarly,. 
specific, describable, repe-atable, and 'Verifiable terms. 
All this is new to the traditional nonscientific musi
cian. For example, h·e is in.tereste<l in tone quality. 
But what is t .one quality? What is its relation .to other 
attr.itutes of tone'? What are its determinants? What 
are the . limits, possibilities~ and means ror its mastery? 
Which, if any, o f the ac.cretions of scores of fantas·tic 
names for tone quality are significant, definable, and 
usable? The·se are all psychological <;.uestions with a 
musical meaning which may be taken into the laborat.ory. 

One element of tone quality is timbre, but, until 
recently, no music book revealed an adequate understand
ing o£ this concept • Definiti~ns were often meaning
le.ss, and the waste of time ana. e..fficiency in teaching 
the mastery of timbre has been prodigious,. largely be· 
cause neither teacher nor pupil knew: what was to be 
devel~ped and had no objective standards for orienta-
tion. 

6 Ibid., p. ;. 

7 Ibid. • p. 6. 
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ShOuld the· reader feel th~t this tx>ok lists all ·the 

answer~ to questions of musical esthetics, the writer 

ha3-tens to add the folloltiing statement by Seashore: 

Th·e s .ei.entific procedure in a new and unlimit~d field 
of thi.s kind is a slo.w and arduous. process, and in any 
generation mere beginnings can be made. But, as in the 
introduction of s-ci.entifi-c methods in the class-ification 
of plants and animals and the interpretation of their · 
complete. li£e histories, once the scientific. attitude is 
made possible, the pUrely .specula.ti ve will gradually be .. 
come less and less acceptable as a final a>lutic:m.. More 
prog~e>ss toward a scientific approach to muaical esthe.tics 
bas been mc9:de 1ft the last twenty years than in all pre-
ceding histor·y. · 

Much of the material in this book is openly experi

mental and incomplete.. It is the scientific approach that 

is significant. It .is hoped this approach will be followed 

throllghout this study. Nothing can be ~ained by ·rejecting 

ne.w or unt'amiliar ideas before they are tried. 

Many QlO-re book~, pamphlets 1 monographs, and periodi

cals could be discussed as available literature, howevera 

every important area relating to the body or the ·thesis has 

been ~nclUded. This thesis topic has be~n pursued as a 

hobby for more than twelve years. In -addition to tne accUJil., 

ulation of li.terature, the writer has constructed many 

radios, recorders, and phonographs of all -types in almost 

all price ranges tram sma11 shelf radios to $1,200.00 

custom-made reproducers built to fit a particular home 

g Ibid., P• 15. 
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environment and the tastes of the owner-. 

The writer constructed a series of reproducers for 

the Stockton schools from 1946 to about 19$2. The experi

mental nature of these machine.s and an evaluation of their 

usefulness app ·ears i:n Chapter I ;:{I. 

The writer has giv~n :comparison demonstrations and 

lec~ures usi~g poor quality and high-quality repto<l~·cer's and 

conducted c aref'ul t :ests to learn the reactions of audiences 

and individuals, bo'th musicians and laymen, to certain types 

.of reproduced sound. Systematic construction and recon

struction and endless aural testing and evaluating has be-en: 

carried o.n £or years as the writer has attempted to resolv.e 

mechanical., psychological and esthetic problems to improve 

the reproduction and appreciation of recorded music. Many 

of th-ese tests and t.heir evaluations appear in Chapt.ers I!I 

and IV. 

It is the writer's hope that this thesis fills a 

need that has ·not been met by any other single study. The 

writer predic't-ed twelve years ago that a demand for high• 

fidelity music reprod\lction woul~ one day sweep the country. 

That d~y seems to have arrived and this study can at ~est ~ 

be considered as only one of many such endeavors in th-~ 

years to com-e. 

It. is hoped that the reader 1 s no~ armed with an 

awareness o£ the many probl.ems to be confronted, and some 
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knowledge 1n acoustics, electronics, and musi:e with which 

to understand more adeguat:ely and eYaluate s()me of the 

proposed solutions to those _problems .• 
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CHAPTER III 

IDLPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND SOli£ CONCLUSIONS 

RBACHED IN CONSTRUCTIN;G NUSIC RBPUODUCERS 

Chapters l anq II of tl'll~ thesis are written to 
gUide the reade~ toward a 'better unde·r"Stand-ing ()f this 

c·hapter .and Chapter .IV. Ch.apt er I se:rves to expose many or 

the problems that .must be faced ln the ax-eas· of acoustics, 

electronics, and music before adequate mu:sic reproduction 

can be brought. about. Chapter I als·o lists some of .the 

t ·erminology common to these fields and actually def-ines 

many of ~he terms most often encountered in this study .. 

Chapter II .serves to (1) guide th~ reader toward useful 

sources o£ information of all kinds (2) provide adequate 

bac·kground material in each of the three areas--acoustics, 

electronics, and music:, and (J) review representa.tive stud

ies from t.he bi.bl.iography to show some of their advantages 

and disadvantages interpreted in light of the subject ot 

this thesis·• 

This chapter is plann:~d to take the reader from ihla 

point or preparation through a st~.p-by-step explanation and 

evaluation of most of th-e mechanical problems that must be 

solved be£ore the adequate reproduction of music can be 

realized through electronic instruments. Psy~hological, 

psycbo-:acoustical, and esthetic considerations are, for the. 
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most part; deferred until Chapter IV. 

ln 1940, thi~ writer purchased a new and up-to-date 

console model radio-phonograph manufactured by a well•known 

company. This machine was a revelation of tonal beauty .in 

comparison to the inex.pensi ve table model that preceded it. 

A full, r i ch bass was heard while the small radio seemed, by 

comp~rison, td ha.ve rt() deep bas~ tones fit a 11. The musi·c 

was m.ore distinct t:t;nd louder witbout being obtrusive, and 

in'struments were .identif iable in the r~pr()duced souJ'ld that 

were l i terally not he.ard at all c:m the small table model. 

\'/hat mechanical featur.es did the new machine po.ssess 

that ·the smaller one lacked? Could these features be 

improved upon still more through some study .and even addi

tional expenditures of. money? The writer,. spurred on by 

these stimulating possi bilitie·s, began to search for 

answers to these qu~st.ions• A study of the circuit dia

grams :for each radio unit disclosed that the ·basic circuits 

were very similar even to the employment of some of the 

same t~be type$. The power output. of the audio section of 

e.ach ra(iio was ~lmost exactly the same. Certa'inly it was 

not in the electronic area that these two radios possessed 

any signi.ficant dif.ferene.e-s in constructioti det~il. How

ever, atta<:hing the loudspe.aker wires frorn 1;he small radio 

to the large speaker on tne new machine revealed a startling 

fact. T.he small radio $6'U,nded almost as good as the large 
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one when its elect-rical output was channeled through the 

larger speaker. !11.\oreover. the aural impression was th-at 

the larger speaker produced twice as much volume as the 

small speaker at th-e same volume .control setting. In other 

words, the larger speaker was. producing~ sound more effi

ciently and with more intensity than the smaller one using 

the same amount of input voltage. 

This obvious difference meant that not only were the 

audio amplifiers not contributing any significant differ

ences to the· sound, but also the two phonograph pickups must 

he quite similar since records played on the two machin-es 

sounded quite alike in quality as long as the large speaker 

produced the sound. Examination showed that- the two pickllp 

cartridges (that part that holds the needle) were manufac

tured by the same company and were quite similar in appear

ance• tending to substantiate the fact that the loudspeaker 

was the: unit most responsible for the obvious difference in 

quality between the two phonographs. At about this time 

( l.941) a new and very powerful magnet was bf!ing used in the 

construction o£ loudspeakers. Current l.iterature made auleh 

of the f'aet that this new magnet made the construction or 
better and more efficient loudspeakers po·ssible, because o.t 

t.he fact that the frequency response and power handling 

capacity o£ a speaker was detennined in proportion to the 

power or the magnet surrounding the voice coil. The 
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following statement appears in a speaker catalogue: 

Now, with the advent o£ the new series of Alnico i 
speakers, we find it desirable to revise the system of 
model identification in keeping With a series of mag
netic energy intervals... The magnetic energy is the· 
energy in the air gap and is a measure of the acoustic 
output obtainable for a given electrical input to the 
vo-ice coil.l 

The .fidelity of the speak~r was supposed to ~mprove 

also with the use o·f this stronger magnet-. Note the follow

ing advertisement in this regard.: 

l\'iODE'L 6201. A deluxe coaxial high fidelity speaker 
for the finest installati()n. Feature& built-in 2000 
cycle crossover network and integral variable high fre
quency control. Extra heavy new University mJI" magnet 
assures true response on lowest and highest notes •. 
Freque2cy response 45-15,000 CPS. Handling power 25 
wat.:ts •. · 

Examination of the magnets attached to the large and 

small speakers being tested discloa.ed an obvious difference 

in favor of the larger unit. Logic therefore pointed to the 

purchase of a new speaker with a larger magnet and greater 

power handling ·capacity... Further research disclos-ed that 

the larger paper cone or the big speaker produc·ed more .sound 

than the smaller diameter con.e because its greater cone area 

displaced proportionately more air. A disadvantage became 

l Jensen Nanufacturing Com·pany, Fine Acoustic 
Equtpment, c·atalog No. 1010 (Chicago: Jensen Manufa.ctur:ing 
Company, (!!.• s!,.] } p. 22. 

Z Walter Ashe Radio Company, Radio, Television !!!9. 
Electronic Equipment (St. LoU.i$: Walter Ashe kadio Company 1 

1951) p. 27. 
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apparent in that larger speaker cones, while they produce 

le>w ~ones well due to the larger di.aphragm movements, pro

~~ce the high .frequencies l.~$S efficiently, because of the 

une~en vibration of the more rnassi•e cone struc.rture. A a 

Beranek $tates.: 

In the hi~her frequency ran.g.e the cone no lonc;er 
moves as a s:ng~e uni t 1 and the diaphra,e:m mass M, m«i and 
also the radl.atl.on impedance change. These chanp:e~ may 
occur with great rapidity as a function of f're·quency., 
ks- a result, no tractable mathematical treatment is 
available by which the exa·ct performance of a loud
speaker can be predicted in the higher .fre<1uency ranp,e. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ... . ... . . . . . .... ... . . 

A lOgical means, therefore, for improving the hit.h
f"re~qut!n·cy response wou~d be to design the diaphrar;n eo 
that at the high frequencies ortly the portion of it near 
the voice coil will move., . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . :• · . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ano.ther means of accompli$h1ng the equivalent of 
several sizes of cones . i~. t.~ mourit two o.r more lqud
speakers of different diameters near each other. An 
electrical network, called a crossover network, is 
used to supply electrical powe:r to one loudspeaker at 
low frequencies and to the other, or others, at hir,her 
frequencies. • • • the l .oudspeakers are often mounted 
concen!z:~callj: !.•$l•,. the smaller loudspeakers are 
piac.ed in the .tront of and on the axis o! t.he larger 
loudspeaker ..... In the vicinity o.f the crossover 
frequency there is usually some shielding of the radia• 
ti.on .from the larger loud speake. rs by the sll)alle r o~ ~e • 
w1th resulting irregularity in t.he response curve. 

Tbis eeen1ed t.o b.e the answer then, a two-way spea~er 

"sys:teiil"--one large speaker with a strong oagnet to produce 

tb·e low .frequenct.es and a s:na11 cone spe-aker designed t .o 

produce just the high frequencies. 
This reasoning result-ed 

i lllodel JGP-40 ft.wel ve-inch 
n the purchase of a J.ens en 

J PP·• 199, ZOl-202-. 
Beranek, 2.1?.• cit., 
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speaker) • This equipment i.s described .as: 

For FM-AM receivers and reproduction or com;ncrc1al 
phonograph records wh:ere minimum space 1s an import-ant 
factor. ~cellent modernizil);g unit fqr replace:nent of 
single rad1ator, 12-inch S.pealcers in radio reee1 vera 
and phonograph.s. Can be mounted abQYe the baffle !or 
10-inch speakers. Frequenct Range: 50 to 12 ,ooo ':pe. 
1-laximum Input: 10 watts. ~·e eid: FM. Input Impedance.: 
6-8 ohms .. 4 ·· 

An additional increase i~ efficiency and q\lallty wa.a 

at onee noted b'y making "side-by-~ide" comparisons wit:b t.he 

old 12-inch speaker. The Jel'l.Sen Mariufa.cturlng Coiltp~ny in 

literature accompanying their speaker unit recomended t.he 

use of a bass-reflex type. enclosure in which to mount t .he 

speaker and thus improve its low f'requency response. The 

original cabinet for the large phonogra.p.h had ·llll open back 

and did not seem to £ollow the design requi~ernents for any 

particu).ar baffle suggested in avai~able literature. (See 

Chapter I (page 32) for types of baffles and descriptions.) 

The following statement from a catalogue defines the 

reflex enclosure: 
. d J ·-,·st··~ 1a 

The Ba·ss Reflex principle, ai~n~~~duc~~s ~~ ~l~e 
used in all JENSEN cabine(t~ ~fre~uencyJ respon!Se, !r. ee 
maximum extension o.f. 1-f" pw .· . .. . · nee. Ba .. ss Reflex 
from objec.tionable ""boom. or resona 'through exact 
cabinets employ an au)Cill.a~ ~~~\;ort and cabinet Yolu:De • 
acoustic~ proportionmept 0 au.Xiliary radia~or at low
the port. ~s m~de to becomff~iene'y by controll~d vt.il1-
rre9Pencl.es, :mcreasing e ld · t.herwise be wast.ed.' 
zat1.on of energy whie h wou 0 

· 

4. Jensen 1 Catalog No. 1°10• P• 5 • 

5 llli·· p. 7~ 
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ACTS AS 
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l:tADIATOR 
AT LOW 

FR.EQU ENCIES 

FIGURE 6* 

BASS ur;FLEX ENCLOSURE 

*Jensen, Catal<>g No. 1010, P• 7. 
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Dimensions wer-e obtained t~or construction of this 

type of baffle from the Jen~en Company. \'ihen this baffle 

was assembled and put into use, the .addi tion~l low freq_uency 

response and "depthu added to the music was once more 

inunediately apparent. It was difficult to m8ke any kind of 

side-by-side comparison due to the time neces·sary to re

mount ·the coaxial speaker from one cabinet to the other .• 

By the time the speaker was re...:mounted., one could net be 

certain of retainin?; ari accurate aural impression of the 

first test. This fact and the desire to "exp~hd" the 

machine still further led to the rurchase (\f a second Jensen 

JCP-40 twelve-inch coaxial speaker. ;.:ountine cne ~peaker in 

each cabinet with suitable switching arrangements made side-

by-side comparisons on an almost instantaneous basis af.:ain 

possible. The efficiency and ir.proved quality of either 

speaker operating in the bass reflex cabinet was beyond 

question of doubt superior to the old cabinet mounting. 

During ·this testi:ng, it was discovered that operating 

both speakers at once gave the reprod~ced music more breadth 

and richness through more spatial distribution of the sound 

throughout the room and the increase in air displacement due 

to the addi tiona! cone area of the second speaker.. A second 

reflex enclosure was constructed and the two coaxial speakers 

were placed at the far end of the living rocM in opposite 

corners facing diagonally into the room. These positions 

:· i 
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were found to produce the best sound. Engineers at. the 

Jensen ~1anu£acturing Company conducted experiments in this 

matter which are described as follows: 

. The corner .position is definitely to be· preferred, 
with an. effic1.ency approximate.l:t 5 db higher than for 
the wall position. Position 2 (wall and floor inter
section) is the next best with a gain of the order of 
3 db. All three positions are definitely better in th' 
extreme low frequency region than the outdoor respons~.6 

A secondary problem presented it self with the use of 

two or more loudspeakers .operating at the same time. They 

operated most efficiently when· the cones vibrated "in phase" 

with each other. The next statement helps to illustrate 

phasing problems: 

Phasing is concerned with the utilization of two or 
more loud-speakers in such a way that the sound !rom 
any one speaker does not ~ancf:tl the sound from other 
speakers, resulting in materially redu.ced sound output. 
This is an important considerat19n. where speakers race 
the same direct-ion. The connections to the voice coil, 
whether in series or parallel, must be made in such a 
manner that at any ·instant the diaphragms are in the. 
same position. That is, all diaphragms are moving out
ward at any instant or moving inward at any instant. 
• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Phasing is of l :east importance· -where loudspeakers 
are pointing in opposite directions in an o.utdoor area. 
How¢ver-~ when installed indoors, as two speakers are· 
brought closer together in a smaller angular relation.
ship, the necessity fQr in~pha5e operation becomes in
creasingly· important •. , 

6 Jensen Radio .Manufacturing Company, Technical Mono
graph Number One, "Loud ~peake:r: Frequency-Response £.1eas\:i'r;: 
ments" (Chicago: Jensen Radio ~anufacturing Company, 1944.) 
P• 12. 

1 Uni-versity Loudspeakers, Inc., Universi.ty §peakers 
(wbite Plains, New York: University Loudspeakers, Inc .• , l948) 
p. 19. 
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l. (}Qrn~r Fosit.ion 2. Wall and .Floor 
Intersection 
Position 

3• \'/all Posi~ion 

FIGURE 7* 

ROOM PLACtf.iENT OF THE LOUDSP.EAICER 

* Jens~n,. Technical J.!onograph Number Qn!, P• 11. 
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;o 100 ;oo 1000 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PMt SECOND 

FIGURE 8* 

LIV;t; .H.OOl·1 nESPONSl!: FOR THE SPEAKFlt 

IN DESIGNATED LOCATIONS 

* Jensen, Technical Monograph Number Qru!.- p. 11 •. 
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Out-of-phase operation reduc~ed the sound output dis• 

prQportiot1ately at different frequencies causing the 

musical balance to change unfavorably,. particulai"ly at low 

frequencies. A curious aural effect is obtained by walking 

slowly across the room when two sp·eakers are operating out

of--phase. When your head passes the point where the sound 

reaches your ears at almost ·the same moment, cancellation 

takes place in the sound waves and the apparent volume 

level drops sharp·ly, and you hear the two separate sound 

sou.rce·s quit'e distinctly. If you keep moving, the effect 

disapp.ears; but you are most conscious of hearing the 

speaker toward which you are moving. 

A more reliable method of testing for phase relation

ship between speakers- is to apply a moderately strong elec

trical signal to both speakers at once. By interrupting the 

signal with a switch and watching each s·peaker cone care

fully, you can observe in which direction the cone jumps 

for the initial percussive click when the circuit is closed. 

If both cones move forward to produce the click, the 

speake·rs are operating in-phase. If one cone moves forward 

and the other back,. the wires on one of the speakers should 

be reversed. 

Another electrical consideration that is of prime 

importance is ·c-onnecting new speakers to amplifier output 

terminals with proper impedance matching. .Engineers at th.e 

·' · ; 
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University Speakers Company illustrate the problem as fol

lows: 

Sound syst-;em installations, whether of the simplest 
type invC)l~ing a single amplifj.er delivering its entire 
power output to a single lou.d$peaker, or a group of 
amplifier$ feeding unequal amou.nt·s of power · to several 
hundreds of speakers, depend ~or satisfactory operation 
primarily on an efficient transfer of power from the 
amplifier to the speaker.. If this traJ)sfer of power· 
.from source to load is to be ~ccomplished with t .be 
maximum possible efficiency, i .t is essent;.ial that the 
impedance of the source b~ 01atched by an equal imped
ance presented by the load. 

For the highest :possible fidelity, the source and 
load impedance.s should be matched within 1""• In prac
tic~, however, unavoida-ble mi smatching up to 25% 1$ 
tol.erable, and acoustically the loss due to this mis
match is relatively small. Where a mismatch must occur, 
it is be1;iter al:W'ays to connect tO an amplif:t:er impedance 
output tap lower than ·th-E:l load impedance to minimize 
l.oss of power and dis~ortion.8 

Not only must th~ voice coil imp~dance& ma~ch with 

the speaker output impedance. b\lt .each speaker mus.t have the 

same vqice coil impedance if equal power is to be received 

by both speakers. The University catalogue goes on to say: 

When the voice coil impedances of speakers in s.eries 
are alike-, equ~l distribution of pow-er will occur. How
ever, if one speake-r is 8 Q~s and the oth.er .16 ohms, 
the 16 ohm speaker will rece1ve twice as .much power as 
the 8 ohm speaker. 

In -Circuits employing ~ number of similar impedance 
speakers in parallel, each will receiv·e the same amol.Ult 
of power. When a number of speakers of differen:t imped
ances are paralleled. the lower impedance speaker will 
receive the greater amount or power. If one speaker is 
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In Fig. 1 below, which r~pres~nt$ a typical simple paging 
s~stem, the 16 ohm sour~e impec:hmc:e 1 · 1 · · 
tbe 16 ob~ loa4 impedapee pre$eilted b; r~~:~e~}(=~=ched by 

Wil IMPEDANCE. LINE• l ~~6 ()~( .if::J 
~ l 

T'~O Ort MORE SPEAKERS Ilil PARALLEL. When the individual im
pedances of all speakers connected in Pilt"al.].el . are the ~ame, 
the resulting impedance is equal to the imped:lnce of ariy one 
speaker divided by the numbe~ of speakers. In Fig •. 2 b·eloV, 
the load impedance equals 16 • 8 ohms. . -:z 

JUIIiPLIFIER TWO 16. ·oHM 
SPEAKERS 

TWO OR P10R.t; SPEAKERS IN SERIBS.. The tor,a·l loa.d im.pedance 
presented by sev.eral speakers in series is obtai:ned by 
simply adding the individual impedances. In F~g. ], the 
load eq\.la:J.s 8 ohms f 8 ohms ; 16 ohms • . .. In m()at i :nstalla .. 
tiohs series connect-ion shQuld be avoided since an open 
Cll"cuit il'l anY ohe speaker will C'~USe the entire system to 
become inoperative. 

AiVJ.PLIFlER IlJW IY.PI!:D.ANCE &LINt; 

- -~IIIH ~ ~6 OHMS11ll-
t 

FIGURE 9* 

T'IIO 8 CH!I. 
~ . SPEAKERS 

SPEAKER MATCHING--LOW I~lffiDAl:CE Ll~:=:S 

* UniYersit.y,. 2.2• c.it.<, P• 17• 
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.8 ohms and the other 4 ohln.e, twice the power will b~ 
.r .eceived by the 4 ohm speaker.9 
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It. now becomes clear that even with the s·ame vo.ic.e 

coii impedance, two speakers will only produce ·a similar 

amount and quality of sound i.f the magnet size, cone size, 

and relative efficiency of the speakers are the :sa:ne, and if 

the same type of baffle enclosure is used. i:t is therefore 

reco.mmended in multiple speaker systems that identical 

speaker units be purchased from the same mcmuf'acturer and 

each speaker enclosure should have identical diinerisicms and 

construction detail .• 

Two or more speakers properly mat.ched elec.trically 

.and acoustically and carefully placed .in a listening: room 

can give rich and som.ewhat "binaural" effect to the repro

du-ced sound. (See Chapter V for a description of binaural 

sound equipment.) A listener seated at the far end of a 

listening room hears t.he sound fTOm both speakers almost 

equally well. The blending of the two sound sources gives 

t}te aural impression that the sound source is actually 

lo<:ated h.alf-way between the two speakers in the c~nt~r of 

the room. In listening t.~sts involving different kinds of 

.musi c, very critical listener~ perceived some: mu·sical 

instruments in the reproduced s-o\ln<i that seemed to be 

9 ~., P• 18. 
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71 
COJI'ling from either one speaker or the other and not from 

the blending of the two sources at the center o.f the room. 

This was .not a consistent impression in that the same inst·r .u

ment in a dii'ferent register (higher or lower in pitch) 

would suddenly seem to .shif't to the opposite speaker source. 

Investig~:tion showed these aural impressions were due to 

r·esonant peaks in the individual speakers and enclosures. 

Since no two loud speakers and enclosur-es could be exactl;( 

alike even in terms ot the den$ity., strength, and fle.xibil

ity of' the wood:, paper, and other .materials U$~d in e¢n

struetion, certain vibratory frequencies would of nec-essity 

resonate more efficiently in one speaker than the same fre

quency niigbt in the other speaker. .For example, if a 

violin sounded a tone at or near one of these re.!5onan1; fre

quenci.es, that ~one w;,uld be produced with the most inten

sity by that speaker and the list..ener would per·ceive that 

sound as· emanating from that particular side of the room. 

A moment or two later the same violin might produce a tone 

at or near a r.asonant £requen·cy of the opposite speaker and 

the perceived so.und source would shift in that direction. 

Musicians used to orchestral instrument$ seated in a :conven

tional pattern that does not change during performance often 

find these aural impressions interesting but musically some

what disconcert..ing when., £or example, the concertmaster of 

the Violin s.ection seems 'to have suddenly moved across the 

; ,.....A~ . ... .. .J • 
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room during his rendition of a solo passage with the 

orchestra. 
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i It seemed l.ogical. to assume that a single coaxial 
j 
f speaker With an ext-ra-large low .frequency cone could retain 

j the- advantages -o:r sound produced by a l~rge diaphragm area 

and elilllinate the resonance probl-em just de·scrlbed. Listen

ing tests also seemed to indicate tha.t the snail three-indl 

cone "tweeter" speakers contributed noise and rattle when 

extremely loud passages were reprodueed. A large tweeter 

sp~aker witb greater power handling capacity was therefo.re 

made an add:i,tiorial. requirem.ent !or the new unit. With t.-heae 

requirements in mind, a Jensen Mod-el JAP-60 fifteen-inch 

speaker was purchased. A catalogue descript-ion of this 

unit follows: 

For FJ-1-AM rece-ivers, high quality phonographs, re
production of comme-rcial phonogra-ph records an.d simila-r 
app1'1cations where smoC)ther response and better bal
anced characteristics are required than offered by 
Models JHP_;52 or single, dir-ect•radiat.or $pea~er~. . 0 .o. 
15-1/S"; Depth 8-1/8"; Baf'.fle ope~ing lJ-J/4". tre
Juene% Range: 50 to 15,009 cps_. t laximum lnp"!~: n:-~at.ts. 
ield: :F!SI. Input Impedance: 500-oOO o~s; Networ~ . . 

Integral two-channel tyra• H.-f. Control. Roll-off type 
with 4-posit.ion switc-h. 

A new bass reflex cabine:t designed for the larger 

fifteen-inch cone was constructed and in side-by-side com

parison tests. the new .unit out-per.:fonned the two t.welYe-ineh 

10 Jensen:, Catalog No. 1010, P• ;. 
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units in both -efficiency and quality. The· definition of the 

sound was better and the high-f'requencies were "crisper" 

giving the reprod.uced sound more "presence. tt Although the 

larger tweeter (five-inch) on the new speaker was better 

than the two three-inch tweeters, there was at ill a not ice

able noise contribution .from the twee~er during loud pas

sages. The noise was almost eliminated by turning down the 

out-put level of the tweet-er, but this also reduced the. pro

du.ction of the high frequencies in the a1U81c. This solved 

the noise problem but at the cost o.r reducing the presene'e 

and fidelity of the sound. Realistically, this could not 

be accepted as a solution if true high frequ~c:Y reproduc

tion was to remain as a necessary pre-requisite for high-

fidelity sound. 

In 1943 a friend living in the East wrote a letter 

indicating his imminent induction into the armed servic::ea 

and listing his various "Hi-Fi" components thAt were to 'be 

sold. Among these items was included an excellent eight,een

inch auditorium speaker and a hom-type tweeter employing a 

small metal diaphragzn to produce the sound in place of the 

paper cone. (See Chapter I, page J5 for hom-type speakers.) 

Hom-type loudspeakers are substantially more efficient than 

loudspeakers and a possible sO:lu
cone-type direct-radiator 

tion to the tweeter noi·se problem seemed likely • In due 

course of time, both units were purchas-ed. 
The eighteen-inch 

~·-- .. . 



auditorium speaker came mounted in a w~ll-df)signed reflex 

baffle and the hom-type tweeter was placed on top of the 

enclosure to associat.e it aurally as closely as posatl;)le 

with the larger speaker. The auditorium spefJktr was fitted 

with a new cone designed esp.e(:1$lly for low frequency repro

duction. A special !'ilter unit permitted only appropriate 

high .frequencies to pass to the tweeter volc'e coil, t.hue 

completing a full range 40 to 15,000 cps. spea.ker $yat.trn. 

(See Chapter I, p. 36 for full-range reproduction require• 

ments.) Side-by-side listening tests were then cond.uct..ed. 

with the fifteen-inch coaxial speaker unit. It 18 un·for• 

tunate that the reader could not at this moment. hea.r such a 

side-by-side comparison unde.x:- controlled listening· .condi

tions. It is difficult to describe the difference in words-

it needs to be heard to be £ully appreciated and ·understood. 

The new system seemed to double the volume for a given· 1np...at 

voltage. The bass tones, such as organ pedal sto p,s an<i bass 

drum beats; were so reali.St;ic in comparison to the fifteen• 

inch speaker that listeners openly exclaimed at the differ-

ence. 
The hom-type tweeter produced the hit;h frec;uencies 

so clearly· and crisply that triangle, snare drum, and ta:.

borine parts were heard in orch.estra reco:rding-s- that ha.d 

never been perceived by dozens o£ previous hearings. It 

was during this period that ttle writer gaV·e weekly r,ecord 
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concerts as a member of the Armed Forces. Each cone ert was 

followed by a brief discussion and demonstration of the 

equipment to those interest-ed. There was never a lack o£ 

listeners, and friendships developed 'that gave stability and 

a more critical atmosphere to the a.Ul"al evaluations. 

Scarcely ·a month went by wi thou·t some ·significant change in 

·the mechanical or electrical portions of the phonograph. 

Other changes were taking place along with the evolu

tion of the speaker system already described. The original 

console phonograph would never produce enough und·istorted 

volume even with more efficient speakers to keep the full 

attention of an average audience on the music and produc.e 

the .full climaxes of the orchestra with realism. A special 

fourteen watt amp~ifi.er was purchased from the Bogen Manu

facturing Company, Model PV-10, built especially for phono• 

graph reproduction. It was a resistance coupled amplifier 

with a w-ide-range frequency response and a built ... in circuit 

called "Vol.ume Expan$ion." (See Chapter I, page 24 for 

volume expanders.) The extra power and absence of auiible 

distortion made this amplifier seem most adequate and 

strangely enough, although other amplifiers were test·ed 

from t.ime to time, :no basic change was ever made in the 

amplifier itself through more than ·twelve years of experi

ment-ation. Some justification for this fact is found in the 

following quotation: 
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Labora~ory tests and care1"ully controlled listening 
tests on thirty-six ar.iplifiers, ranging; in price from 
;i41. 75 to ~)J.,? .• ?O, indicate that there are many good 
amplifiers on the market, :with the mos·t expensive mod.els 
tested offering· no advantag.e over some amplifiers s .ell
ing. at very much lower prices-.. no advantage, at least, 
that the highly trained ears in CU' s listening jury 
could detect. The highest rated of the amplifiers tested 
~·ells for $99, and the second best--an outstanding best 
buy--costs only ..>69.50 •••• CU's electronics engineers 
believe that money · saved by the purchase of a relatively 
inexpensive amplifier can be spent to inu~h better advan
taee on other ~omponents of the high-fidelit.y :repro'duc
ine systel!l, such as the speaker and enclof)ur·e, the 
pickup and turntable., or- the tuner. Additional expen
ditures on speaker and enclosure are most li.kely to 
result in major i~r.proverr.ent in tone quality .11 

'l'he same day that the new amplifier was incorporated 

into the radio-phonogra·ph, ·th:e phonograph pickup was placed 

on a record with the turntable stopped. The volume cont1"9l 

was turned quite hic;h and there res\llted an immediate and. 

pain:fu;I. roar from the loudspeaker. The roaring stopped. only 

·when t-he volume was turned very low or the pickup -was taken 

off the record. This never had happened with the old radio 

amplifier because of its lack of power. This objectionable 

' sound was ·the phonoerapt·' s equivalent of the howl heard on 

a public-address system when the volume is turned too high. 

The effect is called ".feedback." When the phonograph 

pickup was placed on the record the needle moved enough to 

move the attached record turntable enough to move again the 

11 "Hi-Fi :Amplifiers.," Consumer Reports, 19:154, 
april, 1954. 
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needle and re-a:mplify the already a mplified sound. These 

cycles of v-ibration and re-amplific~tior. o~cured over .and 

over so b~pidly that a rca,r of sound was the re s\!lt. 
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'fhe turntable an<i pickup were mounted on free-float

ing springs and little more co.~ld be done to isolate the 

cabinet Vibration from the turntable. Yet when the turn

table and pickup units were held just out o t .contact with 

the cabinet, the feedback stopped,_ only to start again when 

even one corner of the unit touched the cabinet. The answer 

was to separate the turntable and loudspeaker units as much 

as possible. Placing the loudspeaker cabinet at the far 

end ·of the room not only reduced distortion caused by feed

back, but permitted the listener to adjust records, volUllte, 

tone,. etc., without the necessity of moving froM his chair. 

All these units could be mounted, of course, at an~r conven

ient point. as far as necessary from the acoustical sound 

source. It is difficult to understand why commercial rs.dios 

and phonographs have ·not inco-rporated this i'eature as a sell

ing point in new model designs. It was found helpful to 

mount the speaker enclosure on: rubber cushions to reduce 

fl.oor vibration transmitted. from the cabinet. A carp~t 

placed in .tront of the speaker cabinet also assisted in re

ducing the reflection ot sound waves off the floor that 

tended to cause "boominess" at very low frequ~ncies. 

The operatiion of the first extended rang·e coaxial 
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speaker ·with the phonograph brought out the f' act that the 

phonograph pickup was not transmitting even reasonably good 

frequency response from the record to the amplifier and 

speaker. Purchas-e of an expensive light-weight ar~ and a 

wide-range crystal cartridge resulted in an immediate irn

provem·ent in over-all quality and the small tweeter speaker 

began emitting a ,steady "hiss" that was to become the trade.· 

mark of bigh-tid.elity reproduction on the old 78 RPlvl records. 

Record manufacturers included abrasives such as carborundum 

in their records to help the records wear longer.. The fine 

particles or abrasive transmitted their presence to the 

listener through an audible hiss as the needle passed 

through. the groove. Unfortunately the frequencies of the 

scratch .and the frequencies o·f many of the overtones in the 

music were similar enough to be inseparable. Therefo·re, 

high-fidelity reproduction was possible with "needle 

scratch, n or the needle scratch and the high-fidelity could 

be el·iminated by turning dOl\-"ll the treble control or turning 

off the tweeter and eliminating most. o-r· the high frequencies. 

Many ingenioUs solutions to this problem were discussed in 

current periodicals and monographs u-p to the advent of the 

long-playing record which was I11anufactured with little or 

no abras·ive content. O.ne of the least objectionable scratch 

suppressors is explained in the following remarks- bt A. c. 

Shaney: 

-----



I ·n attempting to find methods for suppressing 
scratch, th.e following 2 solutions pre:sente.d t~em
selves: 
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(1) Inasmuch as ·~cratch is a conglomerate cr in
discriminate frequencies, and music is characterized 
by discrete. :f'req';leneies, it seemed possible to de- · 
velop a set of d~scret.e and indi.screte filters 
each feeding into control-grids of a differential 
c;wtPlifier arranged s.o that when a preponderu.nce or 
1ndiscrete frequencies were present, the volume would 
drop, and l'dlen a preponderance of discrete fre- · 
quencies were present. the volume would maintain 
its average leve·l. This effect. would ultimately 
produce lower levels when scratch was present and 
normal lev-els when definite signals were being· repro
duced. 

(2) Scratch is: not objectionable at high-level 
outputs., b.lt gradually becomes more and more ob
jectionable as the signal level decreases, only 
because the signal""'to-scratch ratio ·has de-cre·ased. 
It follows than an effective method of decreasing 
objectionable scratc~ is to automatically lower 
the .overall gain of the amplifier ·at low levels 
and mainta-in its average l~vel at normal levels. 

The latter met,hod seemed to offer a simple.r so lu-
tion. In the process of the development of this c ir
cuit, it was found that the functions of both the ex
pander and the suppressor could be combined in the 
Sam·e pair o1' tubesJ it being only necessary to increa.se 
the lev.el above predetermined average f'or expansion 
and to decrease it f·or scratch s·uppression .. 

It was further found, tha·t the speed or . scratch 
suppression needed adjustments for di1'1'erent selec
tions, because of the fact that the sensitivity or 
the ear does not change instantaneously with changes 
in level. To provide a ~ide degree .of time delay 
.e()ntrol, a full-wave rectifier is employed, which 
couples to a s-eparate push-pull control voltage ampli
fier. The use or full.-wave rectification (whi <:h. 
doubles· the · frequency of the rect.if ied voltage) pro
vides for small ca:tacitative filters which thereby 
enable the use of high-speed control circuits without 
in~roducing hash into the signal control-grids of .the 
expander-scratch-suppressor circuit. The degree of 
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expansion a~d suppres.sion is controlled by the ~.t::xpressor" 
control (whl.ch is a contractual abbreviation for ex
pander-suppressor) .1~ 

Any other font of scratch suppression results in a 

reduction of fidelity and therefore is· not really an accept

a-ble solution. It .must be said however that. many people 

prefer limit'ed fidelity with little or no seratch. This 

preference usually is based on past conditioning through 

commercial radios. This type of problem is discussed in 

Chapter IV. 

As a mechanical device, phonograph pickups seem to 

be one of the l·east efficient units in the iong chain of 

devices that reproduce musict reaching from the microphone 

to the loudspeaker. (See list of pickup design problems 

in Chapter I, page 271. A light-weight ann with low nee~le 

pressure (one ounce or less) and some type of _permanent 

needle usually give the best quality and wear the records 

the least. Diamond or sapphire needles have worked best in 

that they retain their tip radius dimensions the longest. 

Iron needles wear the quickest and if they are not changed 

often will seriously damage the fide·lity of a record by 

gouging out the mo$t delicate portions of the record groove, 

which are the high frequency vibrations. 

12 . A. c. Shaney, Amelif:ier 1•1anu!l {New· York: Th-e 
Amplifier Company of America, 1941}, P• 15 • 
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The relatively new magnetic cartridge· ha,s proved to 

be mc:>re stable than the crystal ca-rtridge in that it does 

not £ail because of excessive heat as does· the crystal, and 

it has certain ·mechanical advantages. This advertisement 

describes the stylus and vibrating parts: 

It is truly one . of the remarkable achievements of 
the electronics industry. The pickup _has a permanent 
natural sapphire stylus ha·ving an included angle of 45° 
to 506 and a ·t:i,.p radius of .OOJ" :t .0002"• The small 
mass of the moving system provides a very low mechani
cal impedance resulting in a great reduction in record 
wear and reduction of audi-ble "needle chatter" to the 
near-vanishing paint. Reductiort of anpoying needle 
cbat.ter is of importance when the reproducer is oper
ated in the same room with the loudspeaker.1.3 

All pickups have an. uneven frequency response and 

need some type of' "tone equalizer" to help make their out

put eq\lal at all frequencies. Condenser and resistor net

works are -common for cry-stal pic·kups, such as the Astatic 

E4P tone equalizer. The E4P is described as follows by the 

manufacturer: 

~lc)del E4P is an adjus.table. tone compensation network 
to be connected between a crystal phonograph reproducer 
an-d the vo-lum:e control of the amplifier (Gee c irct.lit 
diagram) to vary the response characteristics to ~. i,t 
in-dividual taste and circumstances.. A rotary switch 
controls the difTerent equ~liz:i,ng circuits which are 
as follows: (see graph) 

1 .. BASS-Lows accentuated. 
2. ~1EDIU}1-Lows predominate. 

13 Electronic I<teas Incorporated, !he New 1-! Lateral 
Reproducer Ass:embly (California: Electron1.c Ideas Incor
porated, (!l• g.] ) , p. 2. 
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i J. HI-.F:'IDELITY-Commercially cut records practicallY 

flat. . ·1· rmal 
4. OUT-ALL equalization el~minated gJ. v ng no · 

response of a crystal p1.ckup. 

Equalization is obtained with relatively small loss 
of power; the level is lowered on an average of only 
4 db. throughout the useful frequency range except 
where- hj.gh frequencies are purposely attentuat·ed (see 
graph) • .1.4 
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The disadvanta-ge in this typ$ or equalizer is that 

the various switch positions available make an abrupt change 

in the quality of the music wi-th no nin-between" settings 

pos.sible. 1-.agnetic reluctance type cartridges have a very 

low voltage output. Standard .practice is to include tone 

compensation in a pre-amplifier which is designed to correct 

the pickup frequency response and build up the output. volt

age enough to connect to the standard phonograph input on an 

amplifier. Kore elaborate equalizers are available at a 

higher cost, such as the 20-C switch assembly. The manu

facturer's description follows: 

The 20-C switch assembly is the fr 
control unit to be used With the 20_ equency response 
switch has xive.positions that cover B compensator. The 
of today'~ requ1rements :i.n transcri t the great majority 
repro duct J. on. The switch positions P a iodn . and Phonograph 
tions are as follows. · n their explana-

OitTHO--~Ortho" is an abbreviat · . . . . 
coustl.C usedby the Radio ColOn of the WOrd Ortha ... 
and designates the recordi 1-oration of Americ 

ng requency charact ai .. 
er sttc 

14 Astatic Microphone Labor t 
Nino. ~oz. (Younlfstown,. Ohio=. Astat.cca ory • Inc D t 

nc d P 1 "'" ~1icrophone· , ta_ab .§!. §..h. e et • , n • _. t ~ • · · 0 -
::;. ratory~ 
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used by that concern on its t.rans·criptions.. This 
standard recording characteristi e has also been 
adopted by the National Association of Broadcasters 
(l-J.A,.B.) and is used by most large recording com
panies manufacturing transcriptions for broadcast 
purp<:>ses. A tran$crlption recorded according to 
this standard and reproduced with a 3-A reproducer 
set on th·e "ORTHO" position will result in an over
all response flat from 40 to .10, 000 cycles per 
second • 

. FLAT--In this position the 3·A system .is. flat from 40 
to 10,000 cycles on the basis of 500 cycle cross
over frequency. Records recorded with the standard 
500 cycle cross-over are recorded on a "constant 
velocit_y" basis above 500 cycles and a "constant 
amplitude'' basis below 500 cycles. lnasmuch as 
magnetic devices are inherently constant v..el.ocity 
in nature, a 6 db. per octave bOost below 500 cycles 
has been incorporated in the .20-B compensator· t-o 
allow flat reproduction of standard records over the 
range mentioned. This position may be used for 
laboratory w;>rk, t:r~nscriptions recorded "flat," or 
phonograph records of the noiseless type (Vinylite}. 

1.--T.bis po-sition inserts a cut-off filter that atten
uates all t'r·equencies above 5 ,,000 cycles at a r -ate 
of 8 db. per octave. Position 1., shou-ld be used on 
good shellac records to cut o-rr "top end hiss" with
out noticeably affecting quality of reproduction. 

2.--This position 'inserts a cut-of! f-.ilter that atten
uates all frequencies above 3,000 cycles at a rate 
o.f 8 db .. per octav~. Position 2. should be used on 
noisy and worn records to reduce scratch. 

).-•This position inserts ~ cut-off' filter that atten
. uates all frequencies above 1 •. 500 cycles at a rate 

of 8 db. per octave. ·po~ition 3. should be used 
for badly worn or very old recorda to reduce scratch 
and noise. This position is also of great value 
wh~n u~ed with sound effects records where surface 
no~se l.S- frequently .a serious problem.l' 

15 Electronic Ideas, ·QE· ill•, PP• 2-). 
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Since good pi:ckup performance is most essential to 

high quality music reproduction·, time and money spent on a 

carefully chosen unit will reward the spender many times 

over. (See quotation from Consumer Reports on p-age 76 of 

this chapte~.) 

Closely aligned with the problems of pickup perform

anc-e are those aSSociated with the record ·turntable and its 

task o·t revolving· the re¢orQ at. a fixed and constant speed. 

lvlr. Ted Powell_, electronics expert, describes these problems 

a.s follows.: 

S~veral distortio,n effects are develo-ped by the tum
t~ble assembly itself. Some of the$e are not generally 
appreciated. 

Vibration in the motor due to gears. bearings and 
A.C. introd.uce noise frequEncies and their hannonics. 
These effects are noticeable as ·turntable "rumble," 
power-frequency ·hum or mechanical groaning or grind
ing noise-s. Turntable rumble can be heard even on 
some costly transc::ription type· phono assembli~s. It 
is di£ficult to eliminat-e with t.umtable assemblies 
designed as they are, especially with those using 
ball~bearings and gear driv:e• This trouble i .s still 
further aggravated in .hi-f'idelity amplifiers with 
genuine and. not synthetic low-frequency response in 
the phono system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ~ . . . . . . . .. 

The o,ther and more commonly recognized distortion 
effect developed by the turnta.ble -assembly is the 
.on.e known as "wow." This ·is frequency-modulation dis
tortion and is cau.sed by variation of drive-motor 
speed. This speed variation is due to the variable 
turntable load Which is caused· by gear-tooth torque 
pul:se.s and the variable mo.dulation groove, the wide.r 
the stylus tip is- swung, the more work has to be done 
to swing the stylus again:st the impedance or its 
mechanism. Therefore the trail$ient load placed upon 
the turntable drive motor is greater. Th$ result is 

.... .... - .. -
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the familiar and inevitable "wow" where the usual turn
table assembly is employe"d.l6 

The finest pickup can be reduced t9 ineffectiveness 

if the turnt~ble does l'l9t accomplish its .jot) smooth.ly and 

quietly. NQ 1~.ss than ·severi different ~urntable motors 

were tried in the console ra9fo .. phon()graph described as tb.e 

test machine in t .his chapter .• 

More adequate loudspeakers,. amplif'~ers, an~ pickurs 

incorporated into the test caehfne helped to make the inade

quacies cf the record turntable more apparent. Many records 

when .Played on the turntable were reproduced at the wrong 

pit.ch lev.el.. Careful. tests using a ttinlng fork as a pitch 

re.ference showed the pitch of music known t .o be in certain 

keys was being raised, or sharped, by the too rapid revolu

tions of the turntable. A new turntable w1 th a device for 

adjusti,ng the speed of the reco.rd revolutions was therefore 

required. }ius:i,cians with sensitive pitch perception are 

of'ten annoyed greatly by music reproduced at the wrong 

pitch level. Such a control lt«;lUld permit accurate adjust

ment of all kinds of records to a pre·scribed pitch level and 

w}lere pitch was net important, the music .C0\1ld be speeded .up 

or .slowect. dQwrr, if' pec~ssary. This is often done with 

phonographs in dane~ s.tudios. 

lo ·red Powell; "Pick-Up Performance," Part II; Radio:
Craft, 15:27, October;: l94J• 
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Piling small lead weights on top of the record as it 

was playing seemed to reduce "wows" in the reproduced sound 

and improved the clarity of the bass instrument to.ne:a.. The 

·-
' - ! 

"wows" were reduced due to the flywheel effect of the ! . 

weights revolving on the records, and the bass tone was im

proved through the elimination of lateral record oscilla

tion by tbe locking effect of the we·ights. Yit. Powell has 

made these recommendations to ·manufact~ers: 

SUGGESTIONS TO i-'iANUFACTURERS . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
14. --Desi gn turntables with massive rims in order to

obtain more :flywheel effect to reduce wow effects. 
• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 

16.--Make the turntable center-pin with a fel.t• 
padded lQck-nut or else a split-~xpa:nsion type center
pin with Which to anchor down recordings on transcri p
tion typ-e turntables to eliminate record disc lateral 
oseillation and r:adial slip ~d consequent small low. 
frequency cut-of£ and distortion ef£e.cts.l7 

Some turntables i ·nduced hum· into the pickup which was 

picked up and amplified. through the speaker system. Any 

extraneous noise or hum adds to the· general ooise and raises 

the masking level of the ambient noise background. (.See 

Chapter I, page 3 for sample masking levels, etc. ) This hum 

was noticed to increase and decrease as the pickup was 

passed back and forth just above the rotating turntable 

with no· record placed upon it. Thoroughly grounding the 

motor frame and shielding and grounding the pickup arm 

~7 ~., P• 55. 
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cartridge, and the wires leading to the amplifier usually 

eliminated all hum from this source. 
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Eliminating ·hum, tube, and other operating noises 

from phonographs i.n order to reduce background noise was a 

major problem on the test phonograph.. Rim driven turn .. 

ta.bles and their associated driving motors contributed 

noticeable noise until they were encased in a box lined 

with heavy .felt to absorb and enclose the sound., Trans

former windings often hummed audibly as current flowed 

through them. This type of hum, while it is not loud, is 

most obvious when the equipment is first turned on befor·e 

the tubes have warmed up and contributed their noise 

through the speaker. Isolation and sound absorbing mater

ials wrapped around the offending transformers was a 

part.ial .solution. A check can be made on the amount of 

noise cont.ributed through the loudspeak-er unit·s by placing 

your ear against the speaker enclosure as so.meone turns ·on 

the ampli£ier and other equipment. As th.e power supply 

begins t.o operate., any 'inherent hum in its operation will 

be immediately ;apparent as a sixty cycle tone in the 

speaker. A moment later the tube~ will warm up and any 

othe.r sources of hum such as that caused by inadequate 

shielding will be added to t.he power supply hum (if any}. 

The last sounds added to the speaker background noise are 
usually the popping and hissing o£ the tubes, resistors, 

.l 
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condensers, bad connections, etc. .Power supply hum usually 

can be reduced through replacing old or faulty filter con

densers and possibly de-coupling certain stages within the 

amplifier.l8 

Check for other h\lln by plugging anci un-plugging the 

piclwp with the volume control wide open. If hum is in

creased ·by plugging in the pickup wire, that portion of the 

phonograph needs attention and additional .shieldine or 

grounding. If the hum is within the amplifier) attention. 

by an expert repairman or the factory is usually warranted. 

Condenser and resistor noises are difficult to locate unless 

there is an actual part failure·. Replacement is usu'ally· the 

only cure. Tube noises sometimes can, be reduced by substi

tuting various tubes until the quietest cor.tbination is 

found.. Tube hiss can be reduced by not operating the ampli

fier gain at too high a level. One amplifier tested was 

designed so that the power output stage always operated a:t 

its ma:)Cimum level and the input voltage was varied to ad

just volume. Tube noises were very prominent and impossible 

to eliminate so the amplifier was soon discarded. 

By care£u~ and persistent efforts the hum and noise 

level in the test machine were reduced to a point where, 

with the unit on and all controls turned to maximum with no 

18 See The Radiotron Designer'~ Handbook for de
coupling procedures. 
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record playing., crit.ical listeners entering the room would 

not be aware that the ·phonograph was on until they were 

asked to listen for and identify every noise they could per• 

ceive within the room. They would usually hear tube hiss 

first and then sixty cycle hum. 'dith the controls set at 

nor,mal listening levels, most listeners perceived no sound 

.from the phonograph of a-ny kind.. Periodic attention had t.o 

be given w noi.se problems as various parts d·eteriorated 

with age. 

• 

The original radio-phonograph and the new fourteen 

watt ampli£ier were each equipped with only one tone con

trol. This control was the attenuating type found on the 

majority of audio arnplifiers. When this control is turned to 

its maximum fidelity position, the amplifier produces its 

full .frequency range. When the control is turned counter

clockwise, the high frequency response is reduced on a 

sloping curve similar to that found on the figure illus

trating the response for the bass setting for the E4P tone 

equalizer, (see page 83). 1~.Lore bass is added as the gain 

is advanced to replace the volwne lost on the highs. '~lith 

this type o-f control it is impossible to amplify the low 

frequencies alone without reducing the highs and viee-versa. 

l~lr. Stokowski in his book entitled J.:Iusic !Qr.. ill 2!:, 1!.!,,_ has 

illu·strated this problem and its solution very clearly. 

He says: 
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Every sound, reproducer in the home, both for records 
and radio, s~ould have independent ec>ntro1 o£ high and 
low frequenc1es.. \fuen there is only a single control 
and we add intensity to the high tones. we do so at the 
expense of the low tones--and conversely, whe-n ·we add 
depth to the low tones we do so at the expense of the 
high tones~ like this--

Compressed 
Frequency~ 
Range 

........ -- -·--- ---- -- more highs 
ie-ss lows 

--. ... - .. --- --. ----- less high!) .-r----- more lows 

~f we have independent control over both hi~ and low 
tones, we can increase the int~nsity or· the· highs wit.h
out lessening the £\.illness <;;£ tone of the lows---or we 
can increase the· intensity of the lows without disturb
ing th,e high sounds ii' they are already satitsf.actory, 
like this-:... 

Com pre ss-eci 
Frequen~Y~ 
Range 

-----... --:- - -- ~ ~ -. - ---. 
Add highs 

~only 
Add lows 

~- - only 

- - · .... _, • - - ... - - - -- ;e . ---

.. ,. 
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Or we can increase the i~tensity of both the highs an.d 
the lows to the degree that makes the music sound best,· 
like this--

Compressed 
Frequency~ 
Range 

- .... ----- -- .. - .. -·., -. ~ --· 
Add both 

~hiehs and 
lows 

... -·-- - .. -.. ..... ·· .--.. -- .......... 

Add 
maximum 

~highs and
1 lows 9 

The soll.ltion to th.is problem was .fou.nd through the 

construction of -an electronic tone equalizer th.at actually 

amplified the bass and treble s~parately--t:he bass .fre

quencies through an electronic circuit and the treble 

through ~ a'ttenuator control similar to that described 

above. These controls, in conJunction with the volwne con

trol on the tweeter and the E4P tone equalizer with its 

various .settings, gave an. almost infinite num·ber of tone 

control possibilities. Even .records with poor tonal balance 

and poo~ fidelity co~ld o£t.en be made to sound reasonably 

musical. through careful use o£: th'e tone corit;rols. For 

19 Stokowski. ~· .£.!£. .. , PP• 254-55. 
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example, if a recording had exce$Si ve surfi!C-e n.otse and 

lacked richness, the i'ollowing pro~edure uttually helped 

9) 

to 

a marked degree in improving the reproduction. Set the ~4.P 

pickup equalizer on medium ·.fi·deiity, turn the tlectr"ortic 

tone equalizer bass up to add depth and richness, and turn 

up th.e trebl~ contro~l to amplify those hir,h freq\lenc1es th&t 

are getting through the E4P (u.sually those below the scratch 

frequencies}. The high treble s·etting give.s ~ pseudo 

brilliance that is o.ften mistaken by the ave:rage 11stent!r 

for high-fidelity. The advanced bass setting gives added 

depth to the .sound and a f"airly high ·total listentne level 

gives some impression of realism and presenc_e. Ade~ate 

separate tone controls and pre£erably a volume cont.:rol for 

the t:w:eeter sp:ea}cer were made requisi.tes for future phono

graph cons~ruction on the basis of this ty.pe or te.st artd 

observation. The sensitive use of tone controls and volutne 

settings are as. essential to the l.evel and balance of the 

reproduc-ed music as the conductor's sensitive use of control 

of level and balance was at the original performan.c•.• 

Be£ore tutnin·g to tbe sectio·n on construction of re• 

producers .for the schools, it se-ems advisable to su:nmari~e 
bri.efly the basic oo-n~lusions drawn in this chapter up to 

this point. These. ccmclusions guided the plal'lning of the 

school reproducers. 

is. pe.r. hap_ .. s the most .tm.portant single 
The speaker I. 
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unit contributing to tone quality and the defini

tion of the reproduced oound. 

A. The speaker must be hc;used J.n an adequate 

enclosure d.esigned to certain specifica

tions. The.se specifications change with 

speaker size and baffle types• 

B. The type of enclosure should be ch.osen from 

known and accepted basic .designs, such as 

the. bass reflex and infinite enclosures 

previously described. 

II. The larger the speaker cone and the larger its. 

asso.ciated magnet 1 the more eff'ici~ntly and. 

clearly the speaker will reproduc·e a given input, 

both in volume and transient frequency response. 

A. Large speake.rs give greater sound coverage 

through the larger displacement of air 

created by the increase.d cone $-rea. 

B. While large diaphragm speakers produce low 

f:r"equ¢i1ci;es very' efficiently, they do not 

produce high frequencies clearly due to the 

irregular vibration patterns of the cone at 

high .frequencies.. (See previous explana;.. 

tion.) 

.III. 'l'hEt extreme high frequencies are produced best. 

by a horn-type tweeter (metal diaphragm). I . 
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/t.. The horn tweeter is more efficient than 

cone•type tweeters and produces clearer 

highs·.. Cone-type tweeters do not as a rule 

have sufficient power handling capacity. 

B. Dividing networks are necessary to provide 

the large and small speakers with only those 

frequencies they are . designed to produce. 

1. ·The tweeter speaker should be equipped 

with a volume control. 

2. ·The horn-type tweeter should be placed 

close to the large speaker for bes.t 

results. 

c. Multiple speaker systems must be phased 

properly and reflect correct impedance match- !: 

ing for even power distribution and good 

fidelity. 

IV. Speaker units must. be placed carefully in the 

listening room to. take advantage of the best 

acoustical sound reflection pattet'ns. 

A. Corner plAc¢m~:nt is bes.t. 

B. Wall mount;ing "is poorest. 

V. Adequate amplifier powe-r is needed to produce 

the loudest passages clearly without distortion. 

A. Volume expansion is an e·lectronic circuit 

designed to help .replace the volume lost 
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-through comp~ess.ion at the recording studio. 

W1th care£ul use, it can enhance the sound 

of the phonograph. 

VI.. Fee-dback and other associated problems are 

solved by physically separating the t urntabl.e 

and pickup unit ·from the speaker system. 

VII. 

A. Separate uni.ts permit more convenient oper

ating procedures (i.e., ehanging ·records). 

B. Separate units permit selection of a more 

adequate listening position by the operator. 

The be·st crystal pickups are adequate, but the·y 

are being replac-ed by magnetic units th-at are 

more efficient. 

A. Diamond and sapphire stylii are best due to 

long wearing qualities. 

B.. Care of stylii is of utm-ost importance both 

to the life of the record and high-i'idelity 

reproduction. 

VIII. Scratch su.ppressors should not attenuate the 

high frequencies. The Qest scratch suppressor 

wo.rks through a kind ()f j..nv·erted volume expansion. 

circuit.. Volume expanders tend to reduce audible 

scratch because soft passages are in efl'ect 

reproduced .softer than expanded passages. 

IX. .Pickup equalizers are necessary to all types of 

.. 1 
! 
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phonogre1ph cartridges. 

A. Th~y equalize normally unev~n frequency 

response c.haract. eri stic s. 
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B. They permit control o.f the frequency response 

for various kinds of record:s, etc. 

C. They act as an auxiliary tone control. 

X. ~ieighted turntables reduce "wown and other kinds 

of distortion. 

A. Records should be locked on the turnt-able to 

reduce distortion -and improve bass response •. 

B.. Speed adjustment is essential for pitch con-

trol. 

XI. The ambient noise bac~ground can be reduced 

through adequate shield.ingJ filtering • and care

f"ul operation techniques. 

A. Hum and noise reduction is a continuous 

problem .. 

B. N-o noise should be heard from the equipment 

at. normal operating levels wi~h the tl.li"n• 

tabl-e .st-opped. 

Xli. Separate treble and bass tone controls are 

-essential to good .music reproduction. 

A. Each level shO-Uld be controlled separately 

without interactiQn. 

B. Tweeter volume control is also a type o£ 

I 
I 

, _ - ..i J 
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tone control. 

c. Pickup equalizer is a type of tone control. 

1. The careful ·u.se of all tone controls 

g1 ve.s an almost infinite number of tone 

settings. 

2. The tone or old records can be improved 

with c are£\ll to.ne and equalizer adjust-

ment. 

D. Different acoustical environments surroti.nd-

ing the reproducer demand different torte 

control settings to balance the reproduced 

sourid du~ to the Vc'iri(:ld patterns of reflec

tie>n and ab;;orb:tion from the walls, floor, 

and ceiling• 

This outline presents most of. the general conclusions 

that were reached on a more or less me~hanic~l level after 

abo:u:t: eight. years of ·study; experi.rn.entation, and aural 

eval\lation. The aural test was the final and conclusive 

te.st. Tube:s that tested as satisfactory on tube testers 

often were discarded after an aural evaluation of the tube 

in actual operation. Excessive hissing, popping, and micro

phone tendencies inade many new tubes unacceptable. New and 

old condenser:s occ.asionally contributed noise or reduced 

quality and had to be replaced lben electrical tests seemed 

to indicate they were still in good condition. Pic-kup 

,. 
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cartridges and styli were replaced automatically every six 

to ten months because side-by-side tests almost always 

ip.dicel,ted that new ones improved the quality and clarity of 

the music. Amplifier output tubes were- changed at least 

once a year due to decreasing efficiency and new t;ubes were 

matched carefully on a tube tester before installation. 

Occasional systematic checks of the equipment were made 

using known test records as comparison references to insure 

peak performance ei'ficiency at all times. 

Upon being dischare;ed from the Armed Gervices after 

'(/e>rld \'lar II and returning to college, the writer had 

occasion to observe classroom m~sic teaching in the Stockton 

elementary schools. The radio and record reproducers used 

by· the instructors were hopelessly lnadequate and very old. 

Symphony orchestra music tended to sound like poor band 

music, with little or no recognizable quality t.o the sound 

of tbe various instruments. These school ch.ildren obviously 

were being exposed to v·ery poor to·ne quality and seemingly 

accepting it as representative of the things thev were being 

taught. The Writer proposed a solution to this problem based 

on the iniormat.i.on accumulated from the earlier experiments 

already described in this chapter. "'&1\y not bui.ld radio, 

phonograph, and public address reproducers "for the schoo·ls 

using i ·nexpensive ec;uirment wherever possible, ~- incor

Qorating ~ ~ m.achines ali those features found 

I 
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previously £2. contribute _ to goo-d -~ gualtt;x: and opera.ting 

efficienci_?" Cabinets and speaker enclosures· could be eon• 

stru~ted by school carp-enters. Parts could be purchased at 

a substantial discqu.nt through the schools.. cmd each machine 

could be designep to iru:lude j\1St t .hose features considered 

essential for a particular class. 

Th.e coordinator of music f'or th.e Stc>ckton sc;hools 

approved the. idea and plans- were drawn up and put into oper

ation. An upper limit for the co-st of each comple-tec:l repr()

ducer was e·stablished at ~13.5.00. One high: school d.es.ired 

a machine for only 78 RPM record reproduction .in a music 

classroom. An elementary sch.o61 wanted a unit that wo.uld 

play records; ·both standard 78 RPM and lJ-1/J RPM transcrip,-. 

tions .• provide for radio amplification, be mobile. and serve

as a ·public address system in the school auditorium. Out of 

some twelve machines eventually constructed, only two or 

three were identic;al in every detail and yet they all. incor

porated the following· basic requirements: 

1. A large and poloierful high-fidelity speaker 

mounted in a carefully designed bass reflex enclosure. (The 

speaker unit wa.s placed in a comer at .floor or ceiling 

levels wherever po$$ible. ) 

2. An amplifier witb reasonably good fidelity and 

plenty of power. 

3 • An adequate tone control sys-t-em includin~ separate 

) . 
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treble and bass conttols and pickup equalization.. {Since 

the inexpensive ~m.Plifiers selected did not have separate 

tone controls, a special tone control unit was built. invoiv-

i in·g the ac;lclition o£ a tube and. a small extTa chas.sis .. ) 
I 

4. An inexpensive but light-weight pickup arm with 

a permanent sapphire stylus and a high-fidelity crystal 

cartr19ge. 

5. A separate pickup ~d turnt~able cabinet, using an 

inexpensi.ve turntable motor, rim dri:ven for more stable 

operation. 

6. Some electrical access plugs .for the possible or 

actual addition of radio tuners, tape or wire recorders, 

and microphones. 

7. Very careful assembly and matching of ·all units 

w:as followed by several ttays of testing and aural evaluation 

by several listeners i~cludirig thbse purchas·ing the repro-

ducer. 

8. Careful instruceions and hints were· given both 

orally and in writine; to prepare potential oper.at()rs for the 

PJ:>9P~r u::;e and care of the instruments. 

Side-by-$ide listening tests with other school and 

privat~ly owned reproducers- led to un~~imous approval of the 

new machines by all those concerned, and the writer was 

invited by the music coordinator to giv.e a lecture and demon

stration using one of the new school maohines at a convention 

. .,.. 
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of the fiius±c Educators' National Conference in Salt Lake 

City, Utah in 194? •. The reproducer used in the side-by-

:3ide comparison with th·e new Stockton machine was picked 
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at random from the Salt Lake City schools. The choice was 

made at the last possible moment and the writer gave the 

demonstration wi th.out ever previously seeing or hearing the 

second rep:J:"oducer. Howe·ver,. the lecture and demonstrt.ition 

was concluded successfully and som·e twenty-£ive out of 

approximate.ly forty pe.ople present asked for plans and infor

mation to help guide them should they attempt sueh a con

S·truction project in their various school districts. Upon 

return to Stockton, the requested plans were completed, 

duplicated, and mailed to all those who had signed for them. 

Copies of these plans are reproduced in the appendix for 

whatever use they may be to the interested ·reader, and to 

illustrate for the p~rposes of this thesis the actual detail 

involved in constructing music reproducers. 

It is doubtful if many Qf th$se· .Plans were put into 

actual use because of the technical det~ils involved ih 

construction. The plan~ are practical and basically simple, 

'but caref\11 study of the plans by the reader will disc-lose 

the necessity of some previous knowledge of electronics, 

electricity, acoustics, diagram reading. We can a ssu.:ne that 

the music educators receiving these plans were adequately 

trained musically, but probably not at all experienced in 

t 
J 
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most of these other ax-eas. 

Perhaps at this point the reader can. see more clearly 

why the writer sta.ted in the Foreward the basic concept that 

only those individuals who a.chieve a fusion of fa.cts and 

ideas in the field of music, -electronics, and acous·tics can 

hope to achieve the adequate and artistic reproduction of 

mu·sic through electronic instruments. Commercially made 

reproducers are impro·ving in design and quality every year. 

New types of disc and tape recorders are raising tonal stand

ards to n·ew heights. However, the individual who understands 

his equipment, whatev·er its quality·, and operates it with 

insight as to its advantages and limitations -will in that 

manner more adtiJquately meet the aural demands of the critical 

listener. 

It seems best to close this chapter with a brief' 

evaluation of the results obtained with the various :repro

ducers built for the Stoe·kton schools. In the interest of 

brevity, the advantage.s and disadvant.ages will be listed 

under the -general headings "nega-tive" and "positive." 

Every()he .cari learn from negative as well as positive exper

iences, and most of these negative values were simply 

cx-eated by the environment and the always £allil:>le human 

element. 

Negative evalua-tions. 

1.. Teachers and students COIJStantly dropped and 

·- - ~ ) J 
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damaged pickup cartridges and $tylua tips. (Thia was and !!. 

the most frequent and expensive repair.) 

2. Busy teachers otten left the aaehine.a turned oil 

for unnecessary hours and at times even all ni~t. Tu·be and 

condenser failures were frequent. Overall efficiency was 

reduced. 

). Since these maeh1ilea were built just before the 

era of long ... playing microgroove records, exces~ive ·surface 

noise on 78 RPi"I records caused most teaeher.s to keep the 

treble control constantly turned low. 

4. Volume expander -circuits were cni:aus.ed ae acratr;:h 

suppres·sors by turning the expansion very hi.gh and the 

volume rather low. This reduced the eof't and silent. paaages 

on the. record·s giving the impression of reducing scratch • 

The· resulting overloading of the .expander circuit added 

excessive dynami-c d1 stort..ion to the sound and brought con

sequent complaints .from some li~t~&n.ers. 

5. Parts pul:'chased right after itlorld War .ll were not 

of high quality and deteriorated rapidly with uee. 

6. The ilJ5.00 cost limit was not high enough f-or 

really high quality reproducers. A more adYanta~eous figure 

would. have been •200 .• 00 to JJOO.oo. 

7. Loudspeaker unit;;s were often pla-ced behind deaks 

or chairs cutting oft' the more directional high frequencies. 

Turntable units were .sometimes plac.ed on top ()f the speaker 

......--~~----·- --- ·- ~-, .. ·- -·--------
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cabinets as a convenient point of operation, cnusing vibra

tion distortion. 

8. In larger classrooms, teachers usually operated 

the machines standing to one side of or behind the s.peake.r 

cabinet. Adjusting the tone and v.olume for their ears 

tuned to refleeted sound of'ten blasted the st.udents with too 

much direct sound and caused some .complaints, ev-en !rom 

adjoining classrooms·. 

Positive evaluations. 

1. Teachers and students .became much more consc:ious 

of' the need for better sound and they enjoyed listening to 

music With greater £idelity and dynamic contrast.. 

2. The reprod\lcers exposed the poor quality of many 

records and perfo·nnances helping the listeners to be mor·e 

discriminating in their listening habits. 

3. .Fuller, richer, and louder sound levels held the 

-attent.ion of th.e class better than pr,evious smaller machines 

with l ess loss- of' co·nt.act between studen,t and teachel", when 

the latter a lternat;ed between lecture and record demonstra-

tion. 

4. The machines outlasted the previous average· life 

of older commercial models due to their more rugged con

-struction and cabinet design • 

5. The loudspeaker units have been in.corporated into 

the construction of replacement moqels with more up-to-date 

I 
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equipment at a cost saving and without sacrificing tone 

quality. 
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6. Dual and tri.ple speed turntabl-e motors and ne.w 

pielc.ups. have been added without the .ne:e:essity of changes in 

cabinet design, again decreasing the cost of modernization. 

1. The i.dea of owning such reproducer·.s for music 

classes. seems to have become accepted as "standard practice" 

by many of t.be teachers. This is partieulatly true at the 

college l ·evel where students are more discriminating 

listeners. 

8. Some of the advantages of bett~r sound -reproduc·· 

t.ion are now recogni~ed all over the country through the 

growth of Fl•l stations, the micro .. groove record, and magnetie 

recorders. In Stockton schools we f!jeem to have better 

reproducers and more of them than in almost any school this 

writer has visited in Californta, ·Nevada, Oregon, and 

Washington. It is hop~d that we can maintain these stand

ards as minimum in t}le music rooms of Stockton schoole • 

I .. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AN .ANALYSIS OF SOt·iL OF THE REQUIRENENTS 

FOR THE ARTISTIC REPROWCTION OF JlUSIC 

Most of our knowledge is of the can.mon-sen.se variety, 
gained in ordinary observation; very little is based 
upon experiment. Yet, Where the.re ;is no experiment 
there can be Tio science. Furthermore, in a new- applied 
science, such as the psychology of music, there is a 
vast amount ot so-called "experimentation" tha:t is 
neither scientific nor valid. 
e • • • • . • tilt • • • • • • • • II • e .e • e • • e • e e e 

A surv~y of the experimental lit:era.ture in psycho
logy shows that experiments g.enerally accepted as more 
or l ess scientific range from those which confo.nn rigid
ly to these requirements to t}lose which can scarcely be 
said to fo1low any of them. In this situation forma-

.. tive science can be tolerated on the ground that "doing 
the best we cann from time to time is often a stage pre
liminary to mastery. In all sliences we find such 
regions of exploratory effort. 

These statements by Mr. Seashore are meant to prepare 

the reader for what is perhaps the least scientific and most 

subjective area of musical understanding. If anything is to 

be accomplished., the reader. and the writer need to keep an 

attitude that is alternat-ely objective and subjective; ob

jective toward new ideas and concepts in their initial form,. 

and subjective in the. evaluation o£ those ideas as one 

attempts to make use of whatever cone lusions seem valid. 

Some conclusions may seem valid. artistically and yet n:ot be 

practical .physically or psychologically. Practieal 

1 Seashore, 2.£• £.!!:.• • pp. 44-46. 
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solu,tion$ to problems often are artistically disturbing to 

sensitive minds. 

The following story illustrates the difficult., lf 

not impossible, task of solving physical, psychological, 

and artistic problems with the same degree of suece.ss. 

Early in the 1930's Leopold Stokowski, as director of the 

Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, recorded a long series of· 

musical works !or Vi:ctor records.. New ele-ctrical recording 

processe.s had just been develo-ped and these recordings we-re 

immedia-tely popular as no ot.her symphonic recordings were 

:previously. Mr. Stokowski i.nsisted on a radically different 

recording technique, a technique that was not n-ew, however. 

In order for instrum~nts to be heard properly on early 

orthophonic (pre-electronic) recor(iings, th~ instr\.lmental

ists gathered as close around the recording device as 

possil)le, and solois:ts performed clo·sest of' all in order to 

achieve_ some d.egree of harmonic and melodic· balance on the 

recording. The use of sensitive electrical microphoness. 

made th~s Q.rrangement unnecessary, but ~lr. Stokowski insist~d 

-ev¢ey solo instrument o:r $~¢tion have its own IDiOrophone. 

As a r .esult, every solo instrwilent or int:portant section 

sounds "close11 to the listener·, i~ . in the forefront of the 

sound, and is alway·s dynamically and t .onally superior to 

the other instruments. The average listener is greatly 

aid.ed .in his understanding of .the music when his listening 

., ., 
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is .guided through a musical score with such clear, broad. 

and definite lines of sound. The music takes on more· pre

sence and focus for that person and consequently gre-ater 

meaning. 

This procedure seems to be a practical solution to a 

psychological problem; that of getting the listener·'s atten

tion and holding it. Artistically, the men in the orchestra 

were dissatisfied. They objected to a few instruments sud

denly leaping out of the louds.peaker during a solo passage 

and just as suddenly being replaced by another illstrument. 

They b~ga.n to u·se as .little· dynamic contrast in their play

ing as they could• realizing that the r·ecording technique 

would replace the dynamics through extra amplification and 

the constantly changing balance of the sound as it would be 

heard on the .finished :recording. In later recordings using 

the same techn;iques, th~ volume of the recorder was advanced 

slowly during certain solo passages, giving the listener 

the aural ·impression that the soloist began playing at a 

great distance £rom the listener and then rapidly came 

closer and closer as though float-ing in the air. While this 

aural effect might thrill a perceptive layman listener hear

ing only the total effect of the music, a sensitive sym

phonic instrumentalist, familiar with. the more traditional 

sound of the passage could easily turn away from the record

ing in disgust! While Mr. Stokowski's experimental recor,ding i 
.i 
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techniques may be accepted someday as .standard practice, it 

seems safe to say that the majority of critical listeners 

would at present prefer more of a "concert hall" aural im

pression such as that described in th-e following statement: 

With this long playing )Iercury Classics recording 
and others to follow with t·he renowned Chicago Sym
phony Orchestra under Rafael Kubelik 1 s baton, :t<Iercury 
ha.s sought to mark a new departu.·re in the art and science 
of orchestral recording--a departure marked by a striv ... 
ing for a truly realistic depiction of the sonority of 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra performing in the magn1-
ficent acoustics of Orchestra Hall. Particular emphasis 
has been placed on achieving rull dynamic range and on 
avoidance of tonal distortion resulting from attempts to 
create spurious effects of "J.lltra-wide" frequen.cy range 
and br.illi.ance. This recordi,ng and that of Bartok's 
Music for Stringed Instruments, :Percussion and Celesta 
and of Blo.ch •s Concerto Grosso U•iG $0001) were made in 
Orchestra Hall, c·hicago, on April 2)-24, 1951. A single 
Telefunken microphone was hung 25 teet directly above 
the conductor's podium. The performances· were recorded 
with Ampex tape recorders. The processing .frQm tape to 
disc was done with Fairchild tape machine-s and amplifiers 
working through the l~iiller cutting head with the Fine
Miller Nargin Control process of' variable. p-itch and var
iable <iepth of cut--thus assuring a 100-percent repro
duction in disc form of the recording originally captured 
on magnetic tape. David Hall wa-s the re-co·rd1ng director 
for these discs. C. R. Fine and George Piros were the 
en-gineers. 

. FOR BEST ft~~~LTS,. this rec<?rd shou~d be played at. 
FULL ROOl•l VOLUi~JE. Only in th1s way w~ll the quieter 
musical passal?es be heard in proper relation to the full 
orcJ:estral cll.lllax:s. Owners of wide-range reproducing 
equ1pment are adv1.sed to set their bass and treble con
trols ~o that playback characteristic will be in aecord
~ce w7th the.resp~nse curve published by the Audio En
gineer~ng Soc~ety. 

2' 
J.1ercury 9l?ss~cs, Program .Notes, Moussorgsky, ttPic-

tures at an Exhibl.tl.on {(n. P•l: lr1ercury Clas-sics, 19Sl),. 
p. 1. 
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The recording technique just described ha't'J re~ulted 

in one of the finest recordings this writer .has heard Ucp ~o 

this time. 

Irving Kolodin, David Hall, and others have written 

books listing almost all available reeordinr,s up to the 

time of their publication and crit.icizinp.; each in term~ or 
artistic p .erformance standards and how they are affected by 

t.he mechanical efficiency of the recording and the recordtnr. 

technique. The Kolodin book, called ! Guide ~ ].!eeordf)d 

Music, is strongly recomm-ended to the reader as background 

reading for this chapter. H,e is a discerning musici-an, 

possessing a keen mind and occasionally an acid tongue. 

Through his franknes·s the reader benefits. J·:r. Kolod1n 

writes as follows: 

Symphony in D Minor. Bee.ctulm and the Lo~do.n P~ilha.r• 
monic Orchestra:- u-~et 479·-~5. 50. {**fffy~) • . .,to
kowski and the Philadelphia Orc.hestra. V-~et )00--$6.~0. 
(-**ff$~}. P.iitropoulos and t _he l•:inneapol1s Orchestra. 
c.-Set 436--,.;5 .. 50. (*fi:~~$). _ Rhene-B:t~~ and the F'aade
loup Orchestra. D-25685-9--j).75. ( r.~). 

Th . k . f the Hitropoulos per!'ornance. wh1e.h 
e wea ness o . ·· . nths ago, were so prortouneed that 

only appeared a .f~'W mo . . d d it with the splendid a.l• 
Columbi~. it~elf n~s supefse a esense that misfortune of 
~um of Engb .. sh origin. . n the set are essentially tho·se 
tritropoulos (the faul~s £g~une for the re-cord-buyer, for 
of recording) w:a_s . goo . have had an opportunit.y to be· 
one would not otherwise f rvent c()ntrolled, ma~nt fi· 
com.e acquairited with the ·. e f B~echa~..-: His splenC.id 
eently sensible . performan~~e~t and the recordir.g is •x
orcbestra is heard at kitsffort' is eminently exciting, . 
cellent. The St<:>kows e for the rush and turbulence or 
but equally exasperat~ngf e()uen·tly agitated even ::ore 
the music he creates ~sF. r t ·hose who want to have the 
than Franck intended. or 
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work in their collection for the conv~ni~nce of friends, 
one may direct attention to the Rhene-Baton which in
cludes all the notes at a minimum ·price. However econ· 
omy is its only

3
virtue, for the recording is dull, the 

surfaces noisy. 

It was stated earlier in this thesis that the rull 

dynamic range of the orchestra or a.ny other large performing 

group could not b(i recorded without reducing the volume of 

the loudest passages to avoid disto·rtion ·in the recording and 

p·layback e-quipment. This stata:nent is not literally true. 

The recorder volume control can be set to record the loudest 

sound to be produced by the perfo-rming ~roup and then left 

alone. This may mean, however, that the softest passages 

will be too ..soft to be clear and audible above any back

ground noises present in the recorder and/or the playback 

equipment• Ideally, the volume of the recorder should be 

moni·tored by someone familiar with the music and its dynamic 

contrasts·. 

The Alma Trio, a prof"essional st.ring trio consisting 

of pi-artist, violinist, and cellist, has occasionally per

formed at the College of the P~cific Conservatory 111 recital. 

On one of thes.e occ.asions, the performers -expressed rather 

keen dissatisfaction toward a group of recordings they had 

recently· completed for a prof-essional compe:1ny. There was 

3 Irving Kolodin, A Guide £Q. Recorded l•Iusic: (New 
York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1941), p. 148. 
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·to.o. much surface noise and the <;\y.namics ot the music had b~en 

rather seriously tampered with during the recording process, 

according to the T.rio. The writer, during the course of the 

conversation., tried to point out the necessity of mon1tor1ng 

the recordings for mechanical and musical reasons, and then 

asked permission to record the ·evening's concert with the 

object of merely having a copy of the program i'6r personal 

use. 

When pe-nnission was granted, very careful prepara~ 

tion.s were mad.e by placing the micropho.ne above the players 

during their last rehearsal :and ch-ecking a test recording 

carefully .for the balance of sound between the instrum.ents .• 

The microphone was placed close enough to get a bright., full 

sound without destroying the blend of the ensemb:le. Musical 

scores of t:he mus~c to be perf.ormecl: we-re obtained an.d studied 

clo·sely for dynamic contrasts. 

At the concert, the musi.cal score was follo:wed care

fully. Very full crescendos were turned down very gradually 

for the d\lration o·f the cre'Scendo. Sudden loud chords were· 

compensated for by a qu.ick but modest reduction or tl'te vol

ume just the instant bef.pr.e the chordwas }leard. All other 

adjustments were very gradual and Un}lurried to avoid any per

ceptable reflection of that adjustment· in the recording 

sound. Where the volume was found to be too low or too hi.gh, 

the. volume control was adJusted only when the musical phrase 
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being recorded would seem to crescendo or diminuendo, and 

then that.. perceptable change was· augmented slightly with 

the control to correct the recording level. Soon afterwards, 

the Trio expressed the desire to. hear the recording played 

back' on the writer's large test machine. The re-cozoding was 

done on a wire recorder so that there was almost no audible 

surface noise in the playback. The performers soon became 

so excited by the clarity and b-alance of sound harmonically 

and dynamically, that they stopped the playbac.k and asked 

if' t.heir rec-ent commercial recordings :could be done over 

again on this recorder. They were part·icularly compliment

ary about the full dynamic range of the reproduced sound~~ 

not. realizing that many changes had been made in the original 

dynamics. They were not aware of these changes because they 

were accomplished within the context of the music as it was 

performed. Observation has shown that there are relat-ively 

few symphonic radio broadcasts on the air where monitoring 

i.s accomplished smoothly and musically, and television sound 

monitoring is very inconsistent, at present. 

The reader should now be aware that problema surround

ing artistic sound reproduc-tion begin at the perfonnance with 

such details as microphone placement and other attendant 

recording problems and techniques.. The recording or broad

casting engineer who balances the sound heard through the 

microphones is potentially as important as the performers 
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in the areas of tonal balanc .. e and d. ynamic ..... ... If the reader 

is to be the recording engineer as well as the playback 

operator, he needs to study microphones, acoustics, and 

recording devices very carefully. Recording music is a 

highly complex problem even with fine equipment. 

Since most .readers do not have access to performine 

groups £or recording purposes, it is assumed that the rnajor 

problems -of artis·tic sound r·eproduction lie in t.he adequate 

playback of ready-made recordings from one source or 

another. 

Some of the disadvantages of hearing reproduced music. 

have already been mentioned in previ·ous chapters. They are: 

1. The element of se-eing the performers is lacking, 

unle.ss you are seeing t-elevision, or sound movi-es ... 

2. '!'he listener .is aware that he is hearine a re

created performanc-e, and ~xcept for television "11 ve shows," 

the sense of participating with the perfonner is usually 

lacking. 
J. The list~ning environment. does not often fit the 

environment of the performanc-e. Hearing the recording of a 

300 voice chorus perf'ormil').g in a large., reverberant hall 

while looking at the c:on!ining walls of your living room is 

in a certain sense incongruous .. 

4. The reproduced music will only sound natural and 

realistic if it is played back at the same relative dynamic 

- ~ J J 
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level as the actual per~ormance. 

All of these points· h~ve be.en d·is,.us· ·e· d .,... .... ~ previously 

except number three which s .eem·s obvious enough to .accept 

witnout ~laborate explanation.. In ·1·1· ht f ..... · d · . g . o · w' esf! lsadvan-

tages, the first problem· seems to be to prepare th:e listener 

psychologically :for the listening experience. 

Past experience at inviting people over to he·ar "some 

recordings·" seldom resulted in stimulating musical listening. 

Th'e social atmosphere of' the occasion almost always inter~ 

fered. with the listening, and conversation would break .out 

between records or even during extended soft passaees. In

viting people to hear a certain musical work by name usually 

resu-lted in mor.e att.entive listening if the audience was 

· initially favorable toward. the invitation and that particu
l 

lar work. Mailing out a program to friends and acquaintances 

a week in adv~nc.s seemed to give more of a program atmosphere 

·to ~he evening and longer programs .could be given without 

l .os s of at. tent ion. 

It was this exact sequence of invitations that began 

the writer' 5 series o.f we~J<ly evening concerts th.at extended 

over a period of more t.h~n · a yea·r be.ginning in 1942. Th.e 

r audiences were DiCiinly soldiers and their wives. This was 

especially true after the concerts were sponsored by the 

local u. ,s. o. This changing weekly audience plus a few 

persistent friends made up the test audience for the fo~low-
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ing experiments. This was certainly not a laboratory con• 

tr()lled study, as mentioned in the opening quotation of this 

chapter. In this situation., the writer .found himself doing 

the bElst h~ could in an exploratory effort, trying to eval

uate conclusions and in that manner set up new tests. 

Experience seemed to indicate· the advis-ability of 

speaking briefly to each audience t.o gathe·r their attention 

before beginning the music each week. Dimming the lights in 

the room also seemed to helf them relax and listen more 

attentively~ Louder w:>rks see:med to be appreciated most 

lat.e in the evening with a quiet \liOric usually opening the 

program. The quiet w.ork seemed neee.ssary to set a sort of 

dynamic listening level in tenns of the tll\lsic volume in re

lation to the size of the r-oom. Music that was too loud 

early· in the evening usu a1·1y offended. the ears of some as 

being "overpowering." Yet on other occasions, the same com·· 

I position late ill the program could be reprodireed at an e-ven 
I 

louder volume setting wi~h no oljj ecti()n's of' ·any kin(i. La;tet 

on in t.he year, the programs were moved to o.ne of the Army 

chapel bu·ildlngs which seated approximately 250 men. In 

this environment, it was soon: obvious that a larger room 

demanded JJ10re. dynamic music to open· the record programs 

effectively. Softer music was be·st placed in the tr11ddle for 

contrast. 

Having begun with a discussion of preparing the-

-· J 1 
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listene.r, i .t seems expedient to di. · scuss pr · i · h · . . · . epar ng t e en-

vironm~ilt as well. Actually the two problems overlap in 

~any ways. Soft ligh'ting seeme;d to help relax the listener 

and made him more receptive; but some l.istener.s still com· 

plained about loud passages occas·ionally beine overpowe.r:ing. 

Could the sense of being "overpowered" be partially becaus:e. 

of the visual nearness of the sound sourc~ and the confin

ing walls of the room? Suppose the lights. were turned very 

dim s ·o that just the barest outline of the room could be' 

discerned, or even turned of£ so that the visual environ

ment was completely remov.ed'? ';lould the music be more 

listenable, or less l'isten~ble? 

At the nex:t weekly concert., it was announced that 

the la.st number would be played in semi-darkness ln order to 

pennit. the listener to transport. himself mentally to what

ever envirotun~nt his imaginatiort desired. A new recording 

was perfol_"ltied of "Harold in It-aly" by Berlioz, recorded 

with considerable echo in Boston-'s Symphony H-all (Vietor 

album .#D:t-1989). The recording was full and resonant and 

vibrant with vitality. The audience reactions after the 

conc·ert -were almost unanimo\l&ly favorable. J.:any listeners• 

once the visual envir-onment faded out of their conscious 

minds, literally felt as tho~gh they ..,ere sitting in Boston•s· 

.Symphony Hall. ·The resonant ac_oustics of the hall seeoed to 

.fill the room and the room seeme,d to become the hall with 
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the loudspeake:r moved way back 1 . . . . n one corner:, w hero 1 t. W.$5 

easi.:ty thought of as th~ orchestr.a. """'"' uie im~ressi()n w~s ·so 

realistic and ye~ inof..t'.ensi ve t. ha·t . . ~or a 
.t.· time it .b ee~:ne 

st~l:lard practice to play th.e last .nu1nber in· semi-darkness, 

always choosing recordings with considerable hall resonance. 

Studio recording-s did not give the same eff-ec•. I ~" ... n ., .. net, 

they gave somewhat the opposite effect i.f t.he recordinr, was 

too lifeless acoustically. 

Other methods of controlling; the e.nviron:ne.nt were to 

put the sp¢aker unit and the phonog_raph operator out of 

sight and have ushers seat the audience and pnss out pro• 

grams. Bringing the lights down or up always s1r,n1f1ed the 

beginning or end of the prpgram in order to avoi.d startline 

the audience with an un·exp~cted bUr$~ of sound or leave 

them seated wondering i£ t ~ re were mor:e program to c o:ne. 

The nam~rs of the orchestras and their conductors were le£t; 

off the program to prevent ev~n the suggestion of a fa:nou.s 

o:rchestt~ and its horne city £.rom destroying the impression 

of the music being "nere and now.n These na.-nes were supplied 

unhesitatingly by the \lSllers Jr upon requ-est. 

All or the programs being discussed of nec.esstty used 

7S RPloi recordings.. Large radio tran$criptions were not 

available and long playing micro-groove recordings were not 

yet on the market. Twelve-inch records played !ro:n. four to 

five minutes on the average·, 'Wh:ich meant. that as m3.DY as 
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three or f'our record Sides were needed to play one toovement. 

of a long symphony. The .flow of the music and the listener's 

attention was always broken during record chane;es. Practice 

reduced the record chang-e.s to .four or five seconds •. but this 

still did not solve the problem. At this point a solution 

was found in standard radio stat ion technique. Two identical 

turntables and pickups were purchased ·and mounted side-by

side with mercury power .switches to avoid any mechanical 

noise interference. A third switch permitted either pickup 

to be heard separately or both pickups to be heard at once. 

With practice the operator could switch from the end of one 

record to the beginning of the next with almost no perceptible 

di.fference in the sound heard through the speakers. The 

second turntable was started With the pickup on the record a 

second or two b.ef'ore the first record had finished. Then 

the pickups were switched immediat~ly et the end of the 

sound on the first record to keep the surface noise c.ontln· 

uou·s and catch the first note on the second rec.ord. Sinc.e 

various records differed greatly as to the nureber of silent 

revolutions before the first groove modula~ion-s., each record 

change. had to be practiced and memo.rized- before each pre-

gram. 
The intensity of the surface noise sometimes varied 

radically from dis·c to disc and the volume of the tweeter 

speakers had to be adjusted instantlY one 'Way or another at 

• • J .J 
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record changes to keep the same am. ount 0 .1· surface notae ar.d 

help conceal the changes. T.rh· · " ere 'the last record in an nlbu."D 

needed to be turned over quickly, two alhu.:ns were o-btaine.d 

in order to simplify the change and avoid a break in the 

sound. 

Even with this degree of care and practi-ce, chanr.•• 

were not always impercepta·ble, especially to ctit1 c:1l 

listeners; but there was no question as to the desirability 

of the system. The reduction o1' mechanical noises and inter

ruptions allowed the 11 steners t.o keep their thou.rrhts on the 

musi.c. 

This system of two turntables do-es not always work· 

to advantage in a living room £or the reason t·hllt moat 

listeners are distracted by the visual activities of t.he 

operator d\lrtng record changes. Psychologically~ most 

lis·tener$ do not like to see mechanical adjustr.:.ents made 

during the course o:f the music. In ~he· words of one 

listener, "It seems as though you are interfer·ine; with the 

performance and somehow altering it .• " This is a strang.e

reaction when you consid-er how many mechanical and musleal 

changes or one type or another hav.e already a ff"ected t ·he 

original sound even in the best reproduction. The 11 stener 

should in reality be grate:ful fo-r t.he human sensitivity of 

1 1 Y. back His .Jtu s1~1an-
the operator producing the fina · P a · · • 

ship and Understanding o£ the playback equi_pment and the 
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musi·c can do much to enhance t .he beauty of the reproduc-ed 

~ound as he interprets it with the listener. 

Mr. Stokowski writes of the desirability of this type 

of ·control in movie theaters of the future. He says: 

Techniques will be developed to control the maximum 
loudness of the music so as to make an appropri~te ievel 
of loudness for each individual motion-picture house-
because the acoustics in all theaters are different. 
The controlling of the maximum loudness will not be done 
in the project·ion room, as i$ usual at present, but at 
a point inside the theater which gives the· average im
pression of the music as :heard ·from every seat in the 
house. Because of the difference of acoustics in all 
theaters, it is dcn~btful if this control can ever be . 
automatic. There is another reason \lihy it should riot be 
automatic. ·,ihen a theater is only partly full, its 
acoustical conditions are different from tho.$e when it 
is completely full. All th~se differences should be ad
justed,. preferably by a good and experienced musician. 
The softest parts of the mu,sic must also be controlled, 
because if they are not soft and distant enough they 
will not be in the right relation to the rest of the 
sonorities, anci so make the music sound dull and mono .. 
tonous. On the oth.er hand, if the soft parts of the 
music are too soft, the listeners will not be able to 
feel lihe emotional qualities of the music or its 
mystecy--and, these parts of the music Will also be out 
of focus with the rest of the sonor1ties.4 

Actually 1 the current three-dimensional picture and 

multiple sound trac·k motion picture system called "cinerama" 

etnplpys a sound engineer s·eated in the audience t .o control 

the ml.lltiple speakers and sound tracks. What better point 

of control and adjustment could there be than that which 

balances and proportions the final reproduction of the music 

just before it reaches the e.ar of .the listener? This is 

4 Stokowski, Q.lh ~., PP• ·256-7. 
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especially true i£ the recorded sound .is known to contain 

mechanical or musical inadequacies. 

· r u S·. o. r·e· c· o· rd concerts in the Following one o ·the • 

Army chapel building, a casual conversation revealed that 

all those still present felt a certain passage in the last 

composition had either been overly compressed dynamically 

during the recording process or the conductor had not real

ized tully the dynamic demands of the. score. The suggestion 

was made that the operatort being out of sight, could 

subtlely amplify the passage to give it more dynamic range. 

The record w~s played again several t.imes, each with vary

ing amounts of added amplification. When the record was 

again played normally, eV'eryone immediately agreed on the 

inadequacy of th·e dynamics. This led to experimental ad .. 

Justments at subsequent record cortce-rts. For example, 

extended soft passages were more adequately reproduced if 

the tweeter volume ·was reduced to lower the intensity or 
the needle scratch. No discernable difference in fidelity 

·was noted due to the lack of intensity in the. o. vert· 
0 

of .... nes 
the soft music. The volume of soft passages was often 

reduced slightly to give greater dynamic contrast without 

the d~g.er of over amplifying louder passages. Turning the 

volume of the tweeter above normal increa .. sed th·b 
~ brilliance 

of certain types of loud passages advanta . ·
1 . . . . geous Y providing 

the clarity of the recording permitted s h . . 
uc adJustment • 

' ... · ·-... . 
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Noisy recording.s s·ometime.s required reduction of .. the tweeter 

volume during loud passages to reduce high frequency dis

tortion. ltfuen any such aQj'ustments w~re und~rtaken, they 

were always rehearsed ahead of time and, if necessary, con

trol settings were written out on paper as a reference .glJ.ide • 

The reader should recall that volume expanier cir

cuits were in use from time to ·time lrbich of themselves 

served the same general purposes, although with less musical 

discrimination due to the mechanical nature of the electronic 

circuit controlling the expansion. 

A discerning reader may by this time have asked him

self the following questions: {l} If reproducing music 

requires all these operati.ng techniques, and 1.. must. be the 

operator, when do I have tim.e to enjoy the music myself? 

(2) With new tape recordings and long-play'ing records, where 

there is almost no background noise and a greater dynamic 

range has been recorded, is it still necessary to monitor 

the playback? 

The answer to the first question would depend some

what on who asked it. The. individual who attempts to stUdy 

and understand mechanical and electrical equipment much as 

a fine instrumentalist studies his ins.trument will quite· 

naturally use that instrument with ease and confid.ence. 

Certain individuals who "engineered" record concerts during 

the u. s. o. series never learned to understand the equip-
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ment. They seemed to have no feel for it and corisequently 

often could not avoid obvious errors in operating technique. 

They were much like a po.or actor :who knows his lines but. 

cannot deliver t.hem effectively. Oth~rs seemingly never 

made mistakes of any consequence and their programs were 

always· conducted smoothly and with dispatch. The operator 

who understands hi.s equipment and knows the music will find 

certain adjustments suggest themselves as a result of that 

understanding and perception. The operator who does not . . 

understand his equipment, or perhaps the music, would best 

set the volume and tone controls at a median setting and let 

the machine do its job unaided or encumbered as the case may 

The answer to the second question is already con

tained within the bOdy of this thesis. No- matter how per

fectly music may be played and recorded,. the playback will 

always be subject to infinite variations in atmosphere and 

environment. The acoustics of a room change in a marked 

manner ~en people enter or leave, when drapery is opened 

or clo·sed, etc. The equi_pment: itself i-s subject to varia

tions in efficiency due to wear and tear, temperature 

changes_, line voltage fluctuations, etc. The II¥Jst "important 

single factor in this answer lies in the varying "mental 

climate"· o£ the listener. When the listener is pa · 
1

. 
. . . ss ve and 

perhaps tired, music is often prefered at a low dtnamic 

) 
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level without sharp contrasts. .1\t a lat-er time the same 

listener may play the same recording for a select and 

cri.tical audienc-e. ~he "in.ental climate" is now different 

and dynamic contrast, and cris·p, clear sounds are the order 

of th.e day .• 

Musicians seldom perf'orm· a composition the same way 

twice.. Many or their reactions d.uring perfonnance are psy

cholo&ical and emotiot1al and therefore subject to variations 

which in turn ai'fect. the music. The reproduction of music 

can be more arti.stic if the listeners attempt to "parti-ci

pate" in the performance psychologically and emotion~lly. 

making as few or as rnany adjustments in the sound as seem 

neces$ary to meet the requirements or: the music. and :t.he 

listeners at that particular _time. To paraphra$e a well

known slogan, it is possible to h~ve, "Uusic as you want it, 

when you warl't it • n 

As a conclusion to this chapter,. it. is nec$ssary to 

stlifuJlarize the re~\llts obtained t .hrough the various procedures 

already de$cribed. 

1. Because of wide variations in training and back

ground, it is not always possible to satisfy the artistic 

and musical $tandards of the critical or the average listener. 

2. While experimental recording techniques c·an pro

duce unusual effects, the critical li.stener usually pre:£et-s 

a. more traditional "concert hall" soun:d. Tbis sound is best 
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obtained by a single microphone placed in front of, and 

j above the performers •. 

3. .Monitoring recordings is a job for a musician ll.ho 

understands the recording eq\.lipJJ1ent. and through it can pro

portiona.tely balance th~· dynamics of the recorded sound with 

the aid of a musical score. 

4. Those desiring to record music should study all 

types of .microphones and .reco.r.ders and gain as much exper

ience as possi.ble in acousti.cal applic.ation of microphone 

techniques. 

5. Preparing the listener for the. act of hearing 

recorded music is often as important as hearing the music it

self. In general, the occasion should be treated a·s though 

a real performance were about to take place. 

6. The environment of a small 1'90m usually requires 

medium loud to soft music for relaxed receptive listening 

at the beginning of a recorded program .. 

7. The environmEntt or· a larger hall sugge·sts louder 

music to get the attention of the audience, then a> fter 

music as a contrast .. 

S. Removal of the visual environment for an audience 

in a receptive mood, by dimming or turning off all lights 

helps them to sens~ the acoustical environment of the ori

ginal perfonnance better and participate more completely in 

the atmosphere o£ the performance. 

- ;J 
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9-· Conducting a recorded concert in the manner of an 

actual concert can often help pro vi de a stimulating atmos• 

pbere for ea.re:ful listening .• 

10. Careful mechMical preparations and planning by 

the Op.erat·or :should have as their goal the smooth presenta

tion of the music as much as possible like it would be· per

formed in a concert. Mechanical noises, unexpected g~ps in 

the music,: etc., must be avoided if the listener is to keep 

his attention on the music .• 

11. Th~ careful monitoring of the playback can be. as 

essent.ial to the artistic reproduction of the music as it was 

at the Qrj_ginal recordil')g. The problems of the listener's 

:environment and the dynamic end tonal balanc.e of' the repro-· 

duced sound can best be solved by the sensiti,ve perception 

of a human operator. 

12. Individual~ who und~rstarid their ~quipment end 

know the music will find c~rtain ~djustmtents of the repro

duc.ed sound will suggest themselves ·as a result of that~ 

understanding. Individuals. who do not thoroughly und~rstand 

their equipment and/or the music would best set the controls 

at an average leve.l and let t ·he reproducer o:perate in that 

manner. 

Experiments up to this time in the area of artistic 

sound reproduction are only mere be~innings in a challenging 

new field of human endeavor. Electronic music reproducers 
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are pre.sent in almost every part of our .daily li·ving put tern. 

They are .found in the home, automobile.. 1'*'1 r ~ o -... ·ce, actory. 

drive-ins, restaurants, servic~ stations, waiting rooms, 

theater·s, dance halls. skating rinks, auditoriums·, etc. 

The continued development and refinement of thes-e 

instruments ·is inevitable, .and the pres~.nt interest in hlr,h• 

fidelity sound will cont.inue to raise listener standards of 

perception and appreciation. Nost of these developments 

have taken place since the advent of radio br.oadcast1n~ in 

1920. Consequ·ently:, there are many people who still think 

of music reproduction as something of a novelt.y without 

much to recommend it except convenience. l .t is interesting 

to note the continued existence of this attitude 'When e-x·

periment:> have i ·ndic:ated the mos·t critical listeners hear

ing certain kinds of music while. blindfolded cannot tell a 

live performance from a reproduced. one if the .fine st. equip

ment is us-ed and listening conditions are carefUlly con

trolled. .Mr. Bartholomew speaks of the problem as fol-

lows: 

It is no criticism at _a.l.l to say that the f)ounds . 
of high-gua·lit;r sys~ems for the electrlc~l creCiti~~e~r 

· ·d "'t · r sic are unrnusical beca~.:se they . 
repro u ... ~on o mu .. · ··.. . . 1 " 'Ne know rather 
"phonographic" or ~mech.:;~-~ar;ng·e.s of inten51 ty and 
accurately b.ey~nd . JUS.t ble of heatine; or discrioin~t
piteh the ear 1s 1.ncapabe built an·d h.as been built·, 
ing, and app~ra:-us can . will co:ripletely rerroduc.e
although expen~~ve, whl.Ch finest musicians' ears can 
these ranges, so t~at t~e to whether the music is 
be completely deceJ.ved as · 
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"real," "c.ann4ad,"' or "synttietic • n5 

Chapter V of this thesis attempts to show t~ t cer

tain. future po.ssibi.ltties in sound reproduction are already 

po~s'1ble, and that other possil:>ilities await .only the 

ac¢eptanc~ or tradition an:d pr~ctice. 

5 .· . . . . . 
Bartholomew, Ql!• £J&,., p. 2)0. 
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CHAP'fER. V 

THE. POSSIBILITIES OF FUTURE DEV'~LOPMENT 

THROUGH TE.CHNIC.AL ADVANCES AND CONS£QUEN1' Nl!.fl AVENUES 

OF l~lUS.ICAL EXPi:tESSION 

There ar·e those who fear the developntent of electric
al instruments because they think they will make · lllusfc 
mechan.ical.. ~actly t.he opposite will take plac.Et• 
When the electrical instrument:s are relatively perfect. 
they will free musicians from our .present cons~ant pre
occt.~pation with the imperfection~ and technical diffi
cult·i~s o·f instrument::;. We shall be able to. give all 
our feeling and thought to the inner essence of t ·he 
music, because th.e instruments will respond with extr.eme 
sensitivity to every ].light difference o·r feeling in the 
player and the musi-c. 

Mr. Stokowski's st~tement should serve to help the 

reader look into the future with an open mind and a sense of' 

anticipation. 

The musician has almost always had to wait for the 

scientist to improve his instrument$ £or him. The more com

plex instruments, become, the more the musician must depend 

on expert technj.cians to des-ign and repair them. Musicians, 

frustrated by the inadequacies of certain instruments, have 

turned to the st\.ldy of c..coustics, metalurgy, wood and metal 

shaping, and lath work and attempted to improve and refine 

instrument construction procedures, devel()p new mouthpieces, 

key systems., et.c .. Their ef:f"orts have often been ignored by 

1 Stokowski, QJ?.. £ll:., P• 171. 
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those co~terit to abide· by tradition. Psy.chologists tell us 

that animals, human and oth€:J"Wise, are born with an irih~~ent 

suspicion of things that are n.ew and unfamiliar. Neli ~d~as 

and. . belief.s in particular are f:lcc:epted slowly and often 

reluctantly. Scientists hav.e .learned more in the fields o£ 

acoustics .and electronics in the pas-t twenty y~ar.s than in 

all previ.ous history. Is it any wonder that the acceptance 

and adoption of t}lese discoveries· is tar behind the develop

~ents themselves? 

The test reproducer descri'bed in detail in Chapter III 

produced what is termed monau~al sound. That is, all the 

sound from all the instruments or voices heard in the original 

performance is condensed and reproduced through the rela,tj,vely 

small single speaker system. When it is r~meJl1bered that the 

per.formers are ot't:en seated in hug·e fan• shaped fo~mations, 

it is ea~y t() see why such a condensation of sound often 

"ov~rpo.wers" the listener s~ated in the direct "beam" of the 

loudspeakeJ". The listener seated in the conc.ert hall hears 

the pertormers through a greater spatial distribution of the 

sound sources. Th.e violins in an orchestra Will nonnally be 

heard f'r<>m the left side of the stage seated in a section 

of.ten twenty or more feet in length. The cellos usually 

will be heard from the right side of the stage seated in .a 

like manner. I£ loudspeakers are. mounted side-by-side com-

·plet.e.ly ac·ross the end of th. e listen'4ng ·r · ·· ·h· · . . . . . • .oom, t e sound Will 

·-.-.. -- -· --~~ .. 
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hav-e mo~e spatial distribution as described in Chapter III 

(p.age 70) • However, since the :sound was recorded through 

a single rec.order, the violin and cello sections will be 

reproduced with equal volume by all loud.speakers and thus 

lose their directional qualities as heard in the trad-itional 

seating arrangements of the concert hall. Our ears sense 

the location of a sound source through the minute variations 

in sound intensity received by each ear and by the minute 

variations in the time it tak:es the sound to reach each ear • 

. One ear is almost always closer to the sound than the other 

a-nd therefore that particular ear would normally perceive 

the sound .first and with the most intensity. 

Following this basic explanation o£ binaural h.earing 

to its logical conclusion, it becomes possible to vi~ualize 

one microphone placed by the cello section and another by 

the violin section. Recor<i.i,ng each microphone input sepa• 

rately with different recorders and playing the two record

ings back with exact syncronization through separate loud

speakers which are spaced apart as were tbe mic:r.ophon-~s, 

will provid.e the listener with binaural sound rep~duction. 

The music will have great-er spatial dist-ribution than mon

aural sound because the listener Will pe.rceive the dir.ec .. 

tional characteristics of the so\lnd. Dual channel tape 

recorders artd disc recorders are now developed that accom

plish this type of recording and playback very efficiently. 
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Increasing the number of microphones, reco~ding 

channels. and playback unit.s increases the spatial distri-

bution and directional de . .finition of the sound. The cur

rently pOpular sound movie sy.stem called "Stereophonic 

So'-\nd" uses such a multiple sound t ·rack system. At t,he pre .. 

sent time, using a film strip is the most practical system 

for employin,g thr.ee or more sound tracks, due to the prob

lems of syncronization. 

Experimental broadcasts o..f binaut-al so\md have al

.,-eady b~en completed by using two radio stations and two 

radio. receivers to cai"tY the separate -sound channels. 

Before World War II, th-~ Walt Disney film studl,os in 

Hollywood, in collab()ra~l9n wi t}l LeopQld Stokowski, developed 

a revolutionary sound motion picture called "Fantasia." The 

sound reproducing equi-pment was designed with multiple 

channels and speaker systems for a binaural effect. During 

t.he last scene speakers placed around t.h.e- walls of the 

tlleat:er were used t() further increase spatial distribu~icm 

of the sound in a system called "Phantasound." The. sound 

I system was .effective but very expensive and far too ad

vanced in design for most average listeners to apprec_iate. 

The i-dea was dropped commercially until the advent of tele

vision. The keen competition between television and the 

motion picture indu·stries has forced movie pr.o·duc· ·er t . · · ·· ·· · s o take 
advantage of bin.aural sound development and ontical . . . 

. . . r . . processes 
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for adding depth to the image . on the scre.en·• 

The most elaborate process yet developed in this area 

is that menti<med in Chapter IV called ncinerama.« A gigan• 

tic curved screen giv~s the ilh1sion of depth to the pic

ture, and multiple soWld tracks and speaker systems, con

trolled by a sound engineer seat~d in the auditorium, pro

vide binaural sound that syncronizes aural d1re~tional 

effects with the visual illusion of depth. The moving pie

turEl and televi~ion entertaipment of the fut.ure will un• 

doubtedly include su.cb vis\,lal and aura.l illusion~ as stand

ard pro.cedure. rtCinerama" is at p~esent simply designed to 

explo-it .its own powers of illu$ion. In. time the mediwn 

could be developed and used to great effect in a more 

artistic manner. 

New development$ in electronic organs are making 

their tone and timbre more acceptable to discerning musi

cians.. T-ouring groups such as the Bob Shaw Chorale are 

using the·se instruments because of their lack of bulk and 

weight. They never get out of tune and they can produce 

exceptionally low pedal tones without large p:lpes or bulky 

·loudspeaker enclosures. This type of instrument ean be 

used to reinforce small instrumental ensembles because or 
its flexibility and sustaining pqwer, a distinct advantage 

that the more percuss·1ve piano does no·t poss~ss-. 

It is a well-known fact that s0n1e .of the low 
Playing 
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woodwind and stringed instrument-s in the o.rchestra ar.e in-. 
capable or balancing the higher tre-ble instr~mmt.s in louder 

passages. The sound of an orchestra would be much fUller 

and richer if inst~ments such as the strine bass c.ould play 

louder. Experiments have already been made in this direc

tion using various types o·f electronic ampl~fication. When 

the proper solution is !"ound, new technique-s of orchestra-tion 

can then be de:velop-ed and the orchestra will become an :even 

more versatile instrument. Nr. Stokowski tells us: 

Today we are on the verge of one or· t.h.e greatest 
steps in the evolution o£ musical lnstrt.~ments that per
haps .can ever take place--that is, the invention and 
d~evelo·pmen't of musi, cal instruments in whlch the tone 
is produced electrically, but is played and controlled 
through musicians' feeling, technical skill., and intui
tive understanding. Some of these electr.ical instru
ments ~lready exist, but are at present in a priml tive 
stage. 

The addition o£ such instru:nents will open whole n-ew 

areas .of composition and performance. As Bartholomew say-s: 

. Certainly these developxnents should be ccnsidered in 
a tolerant light. Sneers !or the .scientifSt have been 
popular among musicians ever s1 nee the beginnine. . Every 
advance in the mechanics of a m\lsical instrument has 
probably been met: by a storm of protest.. But progress 
com_es sooner thro.ugh coo·p~rati()n than othen:nse._ The ?n 

question should not b~, m.-.ho. dares t.hus to oefile Art. , 
but, ~What values do the var1.ous el~ctrical _,~ethods for 
creat1.ng sound have for the future of music. J 

It is pr.obable that with the increase of leisure time 

2 Ibid., PP• 169-70. 

J. Bartholome-w, ££• m•, P• 2)0. 

I 
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through labor saving devices, cultural activities w-ill grow 

a.t an ever-increasing rate. Electronic m1.1sical insttuments 

and sound reproducers Will more and more provide an artistic 

outlet fo-r the musically inclined and musically trained 

individual. 
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MUSIC REPRODUCER PLANS 

PARTS LIST 

Alternates are list~d for each part in ca~e the fir$t 

listing is not. available. 

1. TURNTABLE--9" General Industries ftrociel ~IX 
or·-9" Gep.eral. Ind.us~ries J.1odel RX 
or--Gre~n Flyer, Model D for 3.3·1/J Cl'ld 78 RP)1 

2. PICKUP--Astatic )lodel FP-18 
or--.'\static Model 5·08 with Nylon needie 
or--Astatic H . P~l6 or Nylon 400 for 16" transcription 

playback with 78 or J3-l/J m<:>tor 

). A.MPLIFlER--Bogen lvlodel E~lO (for Pho~o. and/or P. A.) 
or-... Bogen l-1odel PV-10 (for Phono. only) 
or--Bogen Model PV-20 (at: higher price, see unit 

2•AJ 

4• LOUDSPEAKEi.i--Jensen PM12H • St ~ 476 
· · · OJ'·-Cinatidagraph _ FB 1211 

or--Altee i~lodel 600 (at higher pric•l 

5. TONE. EQUALIZ£R--(See equalizer diagram sheet) 
Parts List:-
1 sm8lrc:hassis ... -approximately 5" x 5" x J" 
16C8G tube and shield, and grid cap 
1 oetal tube socket 
J face plates--Treble, Bass., Volume 
3 ec:>llt.rol knobs (match amplifier'~) 
3 Potentiometers 2 - 500 M, 1 - 2 Meg. 

RES;IST~S CONDENSERS 

No. - IIl2!. No 
·~· 

.!.I.P!. 

1 s· .Ivleg. 
500 M 
2$0 M 

2 
1 
2 
4. 
1 
1 

10 mfd cond. 
l 
2 
3 
1 
1 

50 M 
2500 ohm 

1M 

. ---·,.....--·.. - · 

100 mmr · 
.001 
.1 .o; 
.oo; 
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6. MISC:£Ll.ANEOUS PARTS 
3.0 feet 2 wire tubber-covered. cord 
6 feet l wire shielded pickup wire 
l swit.ch for the t·urntable motor 

14-7 

.1 Pilot ligh~ ~ .· Jew~l type, tQ mount . in motor box 
1 shielded phono,. plug and rE!ceptacle 
2 speaker plugs to plug into the back of the amplifier 
l piece loosely ~ven ¢loth to cover front or the 

speaker 

About J .feet of hookup wire., several parts mounting, 

strips and the necessary tools. (See equalizer Unit 2-B) 

TURNTABLE--UNIT I 

Build the box out of 1/2" plywood 

DIMENSIONS: 
Top 
Sides (2} 
Front 
Ba.ck 
Motor Board 
Bottom 

{1/4" plywood} 

SUGGESTED FINISH: 
· · ·Wood stain and varnish 

ASSEMBLY 

Top View 

back 

side· side 

front 
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FRONT VIEW 

Front Panel 

:Motor Bd .• l/2" ply. r" -.. - ...... -... -- ---·-· - ... "" . . -2- ... ·- .. • .. - - - - - ...... - ... - -: ~ 
cleats~ 0 c ... t-cleats 

~-----. - - ..... --
l/4" bottom 

inset 
·. pilot- light 
jewel 

1. The top piece hinges from the top or the baek 
piec-e to form the lid for the box. 

2~ Tbe motor board rests on the cleats nailed 4" 
down inside the box • 

3. Mount the turntable motor on tbe motorbo~rd so 
that the turntable peg . is equally spaced frotn the front to 
the rear of the box and from the left side. 

4. .Solder the 6 teet of shielded wire to the pick.up • 
Replace ~he pickup wire completely ·if it is not shielded 
wire. (IMPORTANT: EXces$ive heating of the picku.p cartridge 
with a soldering iron will pennanently da.tnag-e it.) 

5. Z.Iount the pickup on the right according to the 
directions given with it. Follow th·e directions carefully 
and to the letter, e-specially the height. of the Sl.\rf'ace of" 
the record from the motor board. (FP-18 is .1") 

. . 6. Mount ·the motor switch on the motor board to the 
rlght and toward the front • · 

. . 1. Mount the jewel pilot light thr-ough the front ot 
the box below the motor board. (See front panel diagram) 

g. Wire the motor througb the switch to about 6 feet 
of the .30 £eet of cord listed on the parts sheet. Wire the . 
pilot liD'ht directly· to. t. his cord, not through the motor 
SWitch. ooa . ·.. - . 

9. The cord from the motor should plug into the back 
of the_ amplifier through a spe.aker plug, (see amplifi~r sheet 
Unit 2A) then the pilot light will b~ continuously as long 

L . 
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as the amplifier is on and the turntable will operate only 
wheJl the amplii.ier is on .• 

ANPLil<'I£H--UNIT 2-A 

. 1.. If you pitm to us-e this machine for phonograph 
only~ the FV-10 (see parts list) is recommended in con
Junction with the equalizer, or· at a higher cost and effi
ciency, the PV-20 by itself. If you will use the rna chine 
for public. address -wi.th microphon:e and phonoe;.raph too, use 
the .t;-10 with the equalizer. (See equalizer sheet, Unit 
2-B) 

2. A radio can be played through any of the three 
amplifiers by running the output of the detector tube. in 
~h~ radio, or the voice coi 1 lead.s of the radio speaker into 
the phonograph input in the amplifier. 

). If the output of the detector tube is used, use 
shielded wire to the amplifier and keep the lead :as short as 
possible. This method while it is more trouble usually 
gives the best quality of sound. 

4. If the .i-10 is used and the microphone input on 
it is r10t needed, it is a good idea to ground the grid of 
the first tube and disconnect tile w~re from the cen~er tap 
of the microphone volume control. .If this is n()t done, care 
must be taken to s~e that this control is always in. ext-reme 
off position when playing rec.ords .. 

5. lf the equalizer is used with the PV-10 or the 
E-10 (See Unit 2-B) then disconnect the tone- control in the 
E-10 or PV-10 by changing the wire from the center tap on 
the tone control to the unused tap on the cOntrol, or by 
removing the condenser cormected to t.h e center tap. 

6. Wire the two speaker plug receptacles in the back 
o.f the amplifier so that the -correct output goes to the 
speaker no matter which receptacle is used to pl.u~ in the 
speaker cord. Also, wire both so that eithe!" can be used to 
plug in ·the phonograph motor cord and get 110 v .. A. C. 

FOR EXN·:iPLE: Use pins 1 and 2 f.or the speaker output 
in both. plug$, and pins J arid 5_ for the 
110 v. JA. C. to .the phonograph motor. 
(This must, of course, .go through the 
amplifier potoo~er switch). Then the 
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spe.aker cord would be wired to plug in 
on pins 1 and 2 and the motor cord on 
pins 3 and 5. · 

1. \'/iring the ccnnectinl7" cords betw'3en units in 
thi.s manner makes. it impossible ... to make a mistake in hook
ing up the machine :for operation. 

. $ • . The pickup wire plugs into the equalizer or· a m-
plifier through a shielded piri jack. 

TON~ E:.lUALtzgR--UNIT 2-B 

1. IMPORTANT: Both the ~-10 and PV-10 amplifier~· 
havf! very inadequate tone controls. ·.vhile this e'qu'alizer 
(see accompanyine .diagram) requires more technica~l know~ 
ledge to build and connect to the arnplifier.; the results 
obtained with it will more than cqrnpensate for any inconven
ienee ln building it. The to·ne eq\.u.1).i~er is as import~nt-
in balancing the reproduced so:u~d as t .he conquctor was a,t 
the original performance .~ 

2. Build the equalizer ;in a sn.a11 chassis that can 
be attached to one end of the main amplifier. lli2; n,.9S, 
attempt to build it into the same chassis as th-e · main a'll
plifier.. The hwn picked up will cause no end o( tro.uble • 

J. f.Iount the three controls in order from left to 
right: volume, treble., b·ass) t;,.·ith the pickup input close 
to the volu.me control and the equalizer output closest to 
the pponograph input on the. aiilplifie~~ .. Keep th~ lead. from 
the equalizer to th~ amplifier as short as poss1 ble and com
Pletely shielded· •. 

4. The power to light .. and operate the 6C$G . tube in 
the equalizer is taken frc>m the main arnplifier as shown on 
the equalizer diagram. 

5. Be sure to pu~ a tub~ shield on the 6CSG • 
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TONt E~UALIZER CIRCUIT DlACR.AM 

50l\'l 
.l To Phono 

6C8G TUBE 
1 1 q ...,, ... )Inpu_ t 

250M of 
-

-~ 

Amplifier 
(Shield 

adequate"!y} 

To the 
20M Output 
~f- the 

.... . ; .. 

Phono 
lnput 
Plug 
(Shield 
adequately} --:;- I l.Om,fd Amplifier __ 

_ . Power s:u pply 
-:"' )QO volts • 

~ . . ., . " ..... . ---- - ·:· - ---. 

Pins 2. and 7 of the 6C8G should be wired to the fi.lament power 
of the Amplifier 6.3v 
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SPEAKER BAFFLE BOI•-UNIT 3-A 

Use at least J/4" 5 ply woQd throughoutll 

!!2.· 
l 
1 
2 
1 
l 
l 

ltem -
Front Panel 
Back Pa.Ilel 
Side Panels 
Top Panel 
Bottom Panel 
Baffle Board 

Dimensions 

29-l/Z" X JJ" 
27-3/4" X 3l-1L2" 
12-.3{4" X 32-lZ4" 
12-Jf4" X 29-lf2" 
12-Jf4,1t X 27-J/411 

15-5/8" X 20-l/4" 

OOGG.t.ST~D. F.INISH: woodstain and varnish 

1. Cut out t-h~ piece as shown in the front panel 
diagram 14-I/8" x 22-1/2". 

2. Cut a hole in the baffle board 10-3/4" in dia
meter a-s. shown in the. baffle board diagram 7-f/2" do~ to 
the center o·f the hole at1d 7.;.1/l6tt !""rom each side. 

J. Use l-1/2" \4QOd screws and glue in assembling 
the sides to the front panel. (See back view) 

15.2 

1.. After as~embling the pieces to the front panel, 
(llou.nt the baffle bqard against- the in side of the front _panel 
with the speaker hole up .and with a 3" space between the 
bottom of the baffle board and the bottom of ·the hole .in 
the front panel.· · (See back view) · · 
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BAFFLE BOARD 

5. See Uni~ 3-B fo.r how to mount the speaker • 

. 6. The back panel is put in last and cleats should 
be nailed J/4tt from the baek o£ the box to hol(,i the. ba:ck in 
positi.on until it is screwed in place. . . . . 

1. U$e plenty of screws and glue in as$embly to mak·e 
a strong, rigid bOx. 

8. Tack sev~eral th·icknesses of heavy- cloth on the 
'-nside of the back pan,el in the form of a rectangle about 
20" x 25" and one on the inside or each. side panel about 6" 
x 25.". An old blanket. or rug furnishes good material. 

9. If the machine is used in a room with a rug on 
t.lt~ floor and curtains, etc. J make the cloth pads a little 
smaller. A lit:tle ~perimentiltic)n will show how much you 
need. ·Too lit~Ie makes the bass bOomy, too much d.eadens 
the ·mu.sic .• 

10. A suggested metho.d of covering the front of th$ 
speaker is to make a rectangular frame out of curv.ed edge 
molding, a little larger than the hole in the front panel. 
Stretch and ·tack cloth ··over the frame and nail the frame to 
the .f'ront . of the baffle. . . . . . 
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LOUDSPEAKER--UNIT )-B 

FOLLOW IN THIS ORDER: 

1. A:s:seruble the baffle box according to the 
direc.tions on the baffle dimension sheet. 
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2. Tack a piece or 1/2" me·sh hardware cloth over the 
outside or the speaker hole in the baffle board • 

.3. Take 24 feet o.f the 30 feet of cord listed on the 
parts list and solder one end to the speaker as follows: 
Coded wire o.f the cord to the green voic-e coil leadt unc·oded 
to the .black •. Wire the speaker plug to the other end of the 
-wire so that the coded wire. goes to the correct voice coil 
impedance. (The Jensen 12-H is 8 ohms.) See the diagrams 
sent with the am.plifier for clarification,. The other, or 
uneo.ded wire· gties to ground or amplifier chassis through the 
plug. 

4. If' more than 24 feet is required between the 
amplifier and the speaker, a .line to speaker transformer 
should be ·obtained. This transformer mounts on the speaker 
so you can ron a 500 ohrn line to the speaker and then step 
it down for the voice coil. (Follow the directiQns with the 
transformer.) The wire b-e-tween the speaker and the amplifier 
can then be several hundred feet or more in length. without 
loss or quality. 

5• Mo\Ult the spea.k:er inside the box over the round 
hole in the baf:rle board with It bolts. (Handle the speaker 
With great care; it is ve-ry easy to puncture the cone •) 

6. Cut a notch in the bottom of the back panel for 
the speaker cord and tie a knot in the cord just inside the 
.notch to protect the s·peaker from a pull on the cord. 

·7 e: Mount ·the speaker baffle on rubber cushions or 
casters to help eliminate floor vibration. 

8. A handle can be mounted on each side of the baffle 
box to aid portability. 

1 · ' 
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